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“Our belief is that land is a precious gift from God. So, land is to be shared 
equally amongst all creatures including human beings… There should be no 

institution or individual that can claim superpower over land… the social 
value of land must come before its commerc

“Our migration to cities in search of the better future promised by our 
constitutional democracy has been brutally criminalized

“This problem can only be solved when the poor, who do not count in our 
society, begin to matter. 
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The Abahlali baseMjondolo Movement S.A is a democratic movement of the 
impoverished and marginalized shack dwellers in South Africa. It advocates 

the expropriation of well-located land for housing 
… without compensation… and primarily via the invasion of unused land.

Sibusiso Innocent Zikode, believes that the crisis in 
the cities is urgent and that this crisis cannot be resolved without 

making well located land available for housing. “Land reform cannot, 
therefore, only be understood as a question of land for farming.”

is that land is a precious gift from God. So, land is to be shared 
equally amongst all creatures including human beings… There should be no 

institution or individual that can claim superpower over land… the social 
value of land must come before its commercial value and not vice versa.

Our migration to cities in search of the better future promised by our 
constitutional democracy has been brutally criminalized

This problem can only be solved when the poor, who do not count in our 
society, begin to matter. We will only begin to count when we build our own 

democratic power from below.” 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

Cape Town Solar Power  

 

In Cape Town's Ruo Emoh community, next steps 

are underway towards green and sustainable energy 

consumption. Through collaboration between the 

community, People's Environmental Planning, SDI. 

and the South African SDI Alliance, almost every 

household in Ruo Emoh will get a solar geyser. 

This precedent setting project will make it possible 

for the community to leverage resources from the 

state electricity utility, Eskom. Since 2008 until 

recently, Eskom was rolling out its program of 

installing solar geysers for low income families. 

Eskom subsidized families to access solar geysers 

as part of its mission to save energy and improve 

health and sanitation. Although the programe is no 

longer active, some funds are still available and the 

community believes that it can negotiate for them 

to be released, allowing them to extend sustainable, 

green energy to even more households. 

 

Green Renewable Solar Power  
Renewable Energy  

In Cape Town's Ruo Emoh community, next 

steps are underway towards green and sustainable 

energy consumption. Through collaboration 

between the community, People's Environmental 

Planning, SDI and the South African SDI Alliance, 

almost every household in Ruo Emoh will get a 

solar geyser. This precedent setting project will 

make it possible for the community to leverage 

resources from the state electricity utility, Eskom.  

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/officialpep/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/sdinet/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/SA.SDI.Alliance/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/green?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/renewable?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/solarpower?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/renewableenergy?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/officialpep/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/officialpep/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/SA.SDI.Alliance/?fref=mentions
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For further information: 

www.fecebook.com/sdinet/  

SDI twitter@sdinet 

www.youtube.com/channel/ 
UCWep-Tdyb05KNddxUvndzfg/videos

  

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWep-Tdyb05KNddxUvndzfg/videos
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWep-Tdyb05KNddxUvndzfg/videos
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SENEGAL 

SENEGAL BUILDING CENTER 

 

The Fédération Sénégalaise des Habitants (FSH) 

recently launched their building materials center, 

manufacturing bricks for use by Federation 

members for housing improvements using loans 

from their revolving fund. The Federation 

identified an open piece of land in the 

neighborhood and approached the Mayor’s office 

to build a brick factory. The federation has been 

able to build a room and toilet for a caretaker on the 

property as well as hire three local artisans to make 

the bricks. The source of financing for this project 

is their revolving fund. There is a high demand for 

good quality bricks and as a result the Center is 

earning income. The Federation hopes to expand 

this building materials center to respond to more 

opportunities for income generation, including 

other locally resourced building materials for the 

informal neighborhoods.  

 

 

 

      

https://www.facebook.com/federationsenegalaisedeshabitants/?fref=mentions
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For further information: 

www.sdinet.org 

 

http://www.sdinet.org/
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VATICAN 

 

The Pope Francis Laundry 

 

Pope Francis makes people on the margins of 

society a focus of his work. He has opened a free 

launderette in Rome in the latest of a series of 

initiatives aimed at poor people that has included 

help with housing, showers, haircuts, meals and 

medical care. Six washing machines and dryers 

were donated to the facility in the city centre. 

Detergent, fabric softener and a number of irons 

have also been provided. 

The Lavanderia di Papa Francesco (Pope 

Francis Laundry) intended to “restore dignity to 

many people who are our brothers and sisters”, the 

Vatican said. It is designed to serve “the poorest 

people, particularly the homeless, who will be able 

to wash, dry and iron their clothes and blankets”. 

The launderette, located in a former hospital 

near the Vatican, is run by the Community of 

Sant’Egidio. Showers, a barbershop and medical 

facilities will also be added. 

 

 

  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/vatican
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One for EDSA 
By Raymund L. Fernandez 

 
One ought to have faith in history. One ought to 

have faith in history just to be at peace in a world 

where fake news present itself for truth. And truth 

is pilloried all the time for being fake news. People 

can be made to believe in lies. That is not new. It 

has been the norm since ancient times. But only 

reason can save humans and bring real progress. 

Reason will always be important. The truth will be 

told in the end because reason cannot exist without 

it. The purveyors of fake news will be unmasked 

and quickly forgotten. And then truth and reason 

will search for its third friend, which is freedom. 

People will always want to be free. Freedom is not 

rooted in morality. Good people, no less than the 

bad, will always search for it. Freedom is not just in 

the primordial design of humans. It is a fact for all 

biological organisms. 

These are lessons I learned and remember 

from EDSA. I remember close to two decades of 

martial law, the curtailment of truth, the reign of 

greed over reason, and a person could be free only 

at great risk to herself or himself. It was not an easy 

world. Though it was exciting. The suffering was 

obvious. There was much poverty everywhere and 

mostly in the slums; and we, a few young people 

my age, schoolmates, wondered what could be 

done. How could we help? And since I was in the 

prime of youth, I did exactly what people in the 

prime of youth do. I read up on it. I tried to define 

myself according to the self-image of one who 

desired one day to say: I went through those times 

and did my part no matter how small and 

insignificant. The books I read told me to have faith 

in the truth of history and reason; that with those 

truths, I could wrest freedom away from those who 

would take it away. I did not know who, where, and 

how many we were who thought like this. I only 

knew there were a few of us in my school. We were 

the best and brightest, (perhaps the better looking 

also) easily to become friends. Besides “us” I did 

 

The People Power Revolution was a series of popular demonstrations in the Philippines. During the 
height of the revolution, February 22–25, 1986, an estimated three hundred to five hundred 

thousand people filled the highway called EDSA. 
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not know how many else we were. For we kept 

ourselves hidden away so our enemies could not 

easily get to us. When Ninoy Aquino said, “Hindi 

ka nag-iisa,” we knew immediately we were more 

than enough. After that, the mass of people who 

attended Ninoy’s funeral proved it. The time of 

Marcos was over. The only thing surprising was 

that our people pulled EDSA off without losing 

lives. But even if it came to a shooting war, Marcos’ 

time would have been done anyway. By going 

away peacefully, they were really saving 

themselves more than anybody else. 

When EDSA came bloodlessly, the whole 

world found it unbelievable. It had repercussions 

worldwide and quite by design as by coincidence 

was repeated in many other bloodless revolutions in 

the world: in Poland, the Soviet Union, and others. 

It is true that we could have played the years after 

that differently. We could have and should have 

kept on the fight to set our people free especially 

from grinding poverty. We could have done more. 

But the likelihood of violence would have 

increased. EDSA brought us to a period of relative 

peace but our enemies were still there. They waited 

for their time to return to power. We should have 

seen it. I suppose, some of us did. But what more 

could be done? History unveils itself, inexorably, 

inevitably, and always - slowly. So that every 

generation will have its own battles to fight. But I 

remember, we fought ours well. We, in our own 

small way, helped bring our history forward. I do 

not know if we did all we could. Perhaps we did. 

Perhaps there is still also a bit of fight left inside us. 

For the act of revolution and real change never 

stops. The majority of our people still suffer from 

the lack of things that the few have too much of and 

will not share. The few will wrest freedom away 

from the many so they will have more of it than 

anyone else. Such as the freedom to lie to their own 

people, to history, with seeming impunity, such as 

those who call EDSA fake news. But as Marcos has 

shown, the dark periods of history can only be 

transitory. Those driven by greed for riches and 

power are driven inevitably to their own destruction. 

They will find their day of judgement. Certain 

things about us never change. They are as 

immutable as the fact of stars: History, Reason, 

Truth, Freedom, and the memory of EDSA. 434, 

One for EDSA 

 

For further information: 

Raymund L. Fernandez 

kinutil2013@gmail.com 

  

 

The Philippines was praised worldwide when our bloodless revolution  
succeeded to topple the Marcos dictatorship.  

We showed the world that guns, even tanks, are no match for a  
people conscienticized and organized.  
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Safe, Inclusive and Integrated Cities. 
Make the Connection 

 
Open Reblock 

A new digital platform for informal 

neighborhood development places the power of 

urban planning and data in the hands of slum 

dwellers and their cities. 

Re-blocking is an element of incremental 

slum/informal settlement upgrading that supports 

area-based design and planning. Through spatial 

reconfiguration and the introduction of new streets 

and paths, each home or workplace gains an 

address and obtains urban services, especially water, 

sanitation, and drainage. These are essential 

elements of response to slum development, climate 

change, and to building community resilience at the 

local level. SDI-affiliated communities have 

conducted re-blocking with many communities 

worldwide over the last 20 years. Now, 

SDI–together with partners Santa Fe Institute, Ona 

and Where Is My Transport--are launching a new 

digital platform to make the slum planning process 

faster, simpler, and more scalable and to place it in 

the hands of local communities and other local 

stakeholders. 

The Open Reblock platform is part of an 

ecosystem of open-source tools co-designed by 

slum-dwellers, technologists and scientists to 

re-plan and integrate slums and informal 

neighborhoods to their city networks with minimal 

disturbance and cost. Slum communities create an 

initial map that includes each structure, each 

available service and public open spaces and then 

obtain an automatic proposal for new streets and 

paths 

This street layout proposal is then edited and 

adapted to local needs and preferences in 

coordination with other stakeholders, such as local 

governments. Ultimately, these layouts become 

plans for neighborhood development around a 

street plan that provides access to emergency 

services, regularizes addresses, and allows for 

drainage and the provision of services.  

Maps are a powerful tool for the imagination, 

facilitating the question "How would I like my 

neighborhood to be?" Open Reblock integrates 

mapping at the community level, speeding up the 

process of community organization and 

decision-making to create better local solutions, 

improving design, and technical delivery. 

Demonstrating the integration and connectivity of 

each community is essential to the re-blocking 

process.  

Roads do not only move cars and people. 

They carry the infrastructure like drainage and fiber 

optic cable that connect neighborhoods to each 

other, to the city and the world. Transport links to 

the neighborhoods are critical to accessing services, 

jobs, and keeping the community connected with 

the fabric of the city. “Building true human-centric 

solutions requires comprehensive information and 

intuitive planning tools that allow people and their 

families to reimagine their neighborhoods and 

create detailed plans to rebuild them: 

Open Reblock combines local people’s 

knowledge in informal settlements with the best 

technology and data worldwide to enable each 

citizen to become an urban planner and to create a 

collaborative environment with their government 

towards better and faster sustainable development 

outcomes,” says Luis Bettencourt, External 

Professor Santa Fe Institute, now Director of the 

Mansueto Institute for Urban Innovation, 

University of Chicago. 

The Open Reblock platform was launched at 

World Urban Forum9 on 10 February, 2018 at 

12.30pm at the SDI Booth (Hall 1 #189) in Kuala 

Lumpur, Malaysia. Launching with two 

communities in South Africa and Kenya, SDI and 

its partners intend to scale and expand the tool 

worldwide, supporting slum dwellers and their 

cities with the power to solve their own problems 

through better information and better physical, 

social, and economic connectivity.  

 

About SDI 

SDI is a network of community-based 

organizations of the urban poor in 32 countries 

across Africa, Asia and Latin America. Since 1996 

this network has helped to create a global voice of 
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the urban poor, engaging international agencies and 

operating on the municipal, regional and 

international levels to advance inclusive cities. 

 

About the Santa Fe Institute 

The Santa Fe Institute is the world 

headquarters for complexity science, operated as an 

independent, nonprofit, research and education 

center located in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA. 

 

About Ona  

Ona is a software solutions and design firm 

building the data infrastructure needed to drive 

change. Offering a suite of enterprise scale tools to 

collect, aggregate, and analyze information, Ona 

empowers humanitarian and development 

organizations by providing data driven intelligence. 

Ona worked closely with SDI to build open-source 

apps used to gather quality-controlled data directly 

from communities, and added a new dimension to 

the information collected through mapping 

visualizations and spatial insights. Ona has offices 

in Nairobi and Washington DC.  

 

About WhereIsMyTransport  

WhereIsMyTransport is a technology 

company with offices in London and Cape Town. 

We collect and provide access to public transport 

data from African cities, integrating complex 

networks. 

 

For further information: 

openreblock.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cape Town, South Africa 

This map shows a block in Khavelitsha, a township in Cape Town. These parcels were 
identified from a March 2009 aerial photography, in conjunction with a data collection 
exercise by SDI South African Alliance and the Santa Fe Institute. This map outlines 

parcels with no direct access roads or paths. 
Optimal reblocking suggests the addition of more than 1,000 meters of new roads. 

In the developed world, we take it for granted that every home or place of work has access to basic 

services. This includes clean water, electricity, sanitation, and access for emergency vehicles in case 

of need, such as ambulances or fire trucks. But this is far from being the rule in most developing 

cities and is a particularly stark challenge in informal settlements (slums), home for over 1 billion 

people around the world. Reblocking is more often than not necessary. 

The Open Reblock platform is part of an ecosystem of open-source tools co-designed by 

slum-dwellers, technologists and scientists to physically transform informal settlements to provide 

an access path to all its structures and to integrate these informal neighborhoods to the city networks.  

The platform analyzes the spatial structure of informal city blocks, and uses an algorithm to suggest 

reblocking solutions with minimal disturbance and cost. 
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E.J. Anzorena SJ 

 
Participatory Budget 

By Jake Carlson 

 

 

In 2014, the City of Paris started the world’s largest 

participatory budget (PB). It began as a test-run a 

few months after Mayor Anne Hidalgo was elected 

– citizens could vote on how to spend €20 million 

on 15 possible projects identified by the city. A few 

months later they began a full-scale PB, with €65 

million city-wide and citizens generating their own 

project ideas. Between 2014 and 2020, the city has 

committed to reserving €500 million (about 5% of 

the city’s capital fund) to be spent through 

participatory budgeting. In 2016, 158,964 people 

voted on how to spend nearly €100 million, 

including €10 million set aside for schools. 

In each cycle, there is a PB for each of the 20 

districts to decide on local projects, and 1 city-wide 

PB for Paris-wide projects. They also specified that 

€30 million would be specified for working-class 

neighborhoods in the city. They had 37 city-wide 

projects, 587 district projects, and 20 school 

projects submitted for the ballots. 219 projects won. 

Each project is labeled “fait avec les Parisiens” – 

Made by Parisians. 

Julien Antelin, the former Cabinet Director of 

Pauline Véron, Deputy Mayor in charge of Local 

Democracy, Citizen Participation, Voluntary Sector, 

Youth and Employment, Paris, joined us for the 

PBP Study Session to discuss lessons learned from 

the experience of participatory budgeting in Paris. 

 

Why was it important? 

First of all, it was big – the biggest. It was big 

both in the amount of money spent, as well as the 

numbers of people who participated. But size isn’t 

important for its own sake. In other places we’ve 

seen that more money for PB means that more 

people come out to participate. Size is also 

important because it both reflects how much a city 

is willing to directly give power to its people, as 

well as make things possible that would otherwise 

be a dream. As Antelin said, with that much money, 

http://www.newcitiesfoundation.org/why-paris-is-building-the-worlds-biggest-participatory-budget/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julien-antelin-16a6633/
https://www.participatorybudgeting.org/join-the-community/pb-network/pb-network-calls-panels/
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“there is no limit to the imagination of the people.” 

Big budgets can produce big ideas. 

Secondly, it was a way to break down political 

divisions and skepticism. PB gets people to come 

together around specific projects in their 

community, and to work them out. Projects come 

from their neighbors, and not a politician’s office. 

PB in Paris has come about in a time of an 

increasingly alienating and divisive political 

climate – which is not unique to Paris. Antelin says 

that, “Many people are against the establishment, 

they don’t trust their representatives, they don’t 

trust the system. For Mayor Hidalgo, the PB was a 

way to increase the power of the citizen and also to 

make them understand how it works.” 

 

Why was it successful? 

It had political will. The mayor’s office was 

fully behind it, and they devoted resources to make 

it happen. They also created neighborhood-level 

political will. By offering 2 to 1 matching funds for 

districts who put up their own money, they created 

buy-in from everyone involved (for every euro a 

district committed to their local PB, the City would 

add an additional 2 euros). 

People were excited about it. Parisians 

submitted thousands of ideas, and growing each 

year. With that much money on the table people 

took the opportunity to put forward bold ideas. 

They had great city staff. This is one of the 

most important factors, but also the most 

challenging. When PB was first announced in Paris, 

many did not know all that they were getting into. 

Paris didn’t grow into big PB – it started big. This 

meant that city staff had to adapt quickly to a 

massive undertaking – and they did with amazing 

commitment and ingenuity. They made some of 

their work easier, by adopting digital tools to help 

with voting and idea collection. They also 

streamlined their work by centrally coordinated 

idea collection and making ballots, and they relied 

heavily on digital tools to help with both collecting 

project ideas and voting on final projects. But 

dedicated staff time was also crucial to fulfilling 

PB on this scale. 

 

For further information: 

Jake Carlson  

www.partciatorybudgetting.org/category/ 

for-implementors 

 

 

http://www.partciatorybudgetting.org/category/for-implementors
http://www.partciatorybudgetting.org/category/for-implementors
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E.J. Anzorena SJ 

 

Housing and Settlement Issues in Japan 
By Mitsuhiko Hosaka  

June 2018 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Dual ironies are going on in the landscape of 

housing-related issues in Japan. First, over last 

quarter century, neoliberal policies have changed 

the employment structure, resulting in the 

increasing number of people unable to get stable 

jobs and 40% of the total employment are now 

irregular, whereas the national economy is 

suffering from serious labour shortage, leading to 

informal, often unlawful, foreign workers on the 

increase. Second, the population structure has 

changed drastically having more and more aged 

people and smaller young and productive 

generation, leading partly to a large number of 

vulnerable households and poor families unable to 

afford housing in the market, whereas 8.2 million 

units or 14% of the total housing stock are left 

vacant and a number of land plots are abandoned.  

Japan is a tightly-institutionalized country. All 

kinds of services are to be provided as statutorily 

specified, no ad-hoc action is allowed. Yet, 

post-war housing policies have been grossly 

characterized by market-oriented principles 

emphasizing "self-responsibilities" less dependent 

on the government institutions. Here lies another, 

more serious irony in housing and settlement 

policies, namely, major social issues Japan faces 

today are born out of gaps in departmentalized 

institutional settings or dysfunction of stiff 

institutional arrangements, whereas the “liberalized” 

market mechanisms cannot solve the issues. An 

example is the difficulty in maintaining public and 

private service system in rural remote villages that 

are suffering from aging and depopulation. In fact, 

more than 3600 rural settlements are estimated to 

vanish in next decade or the foreseeable future. In 

inner-city public and private apartments too, 

residents who are old, alone and poor are left 

isolated. Equitable and inclusive settlement policies 

are acutely needed. 

In the absence of effective institutions and 

inclusive market, one of only few viable options 

seems to be a non-governmental, non-profit, 

community-based sector involved in housing and 

settlement programmes with support from 

municipal governments. This sector is, however, 

not well-funded at all and still less active, 

compared with loosely-institutionalized societies 

and other post-industrial countries. How to vitalize 

a social space for communities to meaningfully 

interact with government and market and to support 

less advantaged members is a key question to 

inclusive housing and human settlement in 

contemporary Japan. 

 

2. Post War Housing Policies in Brief 

Before the Second World War, around 80% of 

urban housing stock was private rental (row house 

tenements in the Osaka area or small detached 

houses in Tokyo) which absorbed migrant workers 

from rural areas and new middle-class families. 

Housing cooperatives were once encouraged in the 

1920s with low-rate loan provisions from the 

government, but the loans were actually biased 

toward better-off members, many members moved 

out, or the cooperatives suffered from default. Due 

also to the shortage of government fund, the 

scheme was not sustainable. 

Immediately after the war, there was housing 

deficit of 4.2 million units. Two major ministries 

were competing to administer post-war housing 

policies: Ministry of Construction and Ministry of 

Welfare.  After the former won the game, housing 

has been considered an element of infrastructure 

development and investment leverage for boosting 

economy; it has not been integrated with welfare 

policies and a housing security viewpoint has been 

less emphasized until very recently. Thus the 

post-war housing policies consisted largely of three 

pillars: Government Housing Loan Corporation 

(GHLC), Japan Housing Corporation (JHC) and 

public housing. 

 

GHLC 

In 1950, GHLC was established to provide 

long-term, low-interest finance for families to 

construct or purchase houses. It became a prime 

mover of private housing market for 
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middle-income groups nationwide. For last 50 

years, the owner-occupied houses have remained at 

around 60% in the total housing stock: a dramatic 

change from the pre-war period. GHLC somehow 

contributed to the upgrading of housing quality 

since its loans were provided only for dwellings 

that met certain standards. 

In 2001, Koizumi became Prime Minister of 

LDP government. Initial popular support toward 

him was overwhelming, since he appeared to be 

attacking the central bureaucracy. He took a 

neoliberalist stance. Changes in the overall 

financial market took place, including the 

liberalization of housing loan interest rates, leading 

to private sector financial institutions being 

activated in individual housing loans. GHLC was 

considered to be “distorting” the growing private 

housing market. In addition, the reform in the 

central revenue structure in terms of the treasury 

investment and loan program, which was the source 

of funding for GHLC, was going on. The GHLC 

needed to move away from its traditional role as a 

direct lender and shift instead to a supplementary 

role in support of lending by private sector 

financial institutions based on market mechanisms. 

In December 2001, the cabinet adopted a plan 

to dismantle and re-organize government and 

semi-government corporations, resulting in the 

abolition of the GHLC. In its place, Japan Housing 

Finance Agency (JHFA) was established in 2007. 

The core activity of JHFA is to support business 

sector through securitization, by purchasing 

housing credit receivables from private financial 

institutions and using them as collateral for 

issuance of “mortgage-backed security” to be sold 

to investors to raise funds. Thus, housing has been 

more and more commodified and financialized as 

promoted by the government. 

 

JHC 

The semi-government Japan Housing 

Corporation was established in 1955 when Japan 

was entering into a period of rapid economic 

growth. JHC was mandated to develop land and 

housing in a large scale to cater to the rapidly 

increasing urban middle-class workers and their 

families in big cities. At one time it produced some 

80,000 units annually. Typical housing units were 

of 40-60 square meter floor space in five-story 

multi-family dwelling compounds in suburban 

areas. This introduced a new urban life style to 

Japanese people. Gradually its focus shifted from 

rental to houses for sale, in line with the 

government policy to promote owner-occupied 

houses. 

In 1968, the total housing stock in Japan 

exceeded the total number of households. The 

policy priority shifted “from quantity to quality”. 

Since 1969, JHC became involved in urban 

redevelopment schemes on a significant scale. In 

1999, JHC was merged into Urban Development 

Corporation, and it withdrew from housing 

production which should be, it was argued, left to 

the hand of private sector, and concentrated more 

on urban infrastructure. Again, following the 

Cabinet approval in 2001 of a plan of restructuring 

public sector entities, the Corporation was 

abolished. The former JHC now functions as Urban 

Renaissance Agency, with the mandate to create 

urban conditions conducive to private sector 

investments and to induce their urban renewal 

activities. Thus, both GHLC and JHC, representing 

the post-war publicly-funded housing supply 

system are no more housing providers and their 

descendants are working for housing market 

facilitation. 

 

Public Housing 

In 1951 the central government established a 

scheme to provide grant subsidies to allow local 

governments (provincial governments and 

municipalities) to construct low-rent housing for 

local low-income groups. The local government 

sets monthly rents and selects occupants. To 

qualify for public housing, individuals must meet 

income criteria issued by local ordinances and 

testify their inability to fulfil their housing needs in 

the market. Hence, public housing was inherently 

of residual character, not in the mainstream, in 

Japan’s housing policies.  

Yet, the public housing has been almost only 

government measure of securing housing for the 

poor. New construction of public housing reached a 

peak of over 100,000 units annually in 1972 

nation-wide. Since then, the government has been 

withdrawing from public housing and the number 

has recently fallen to around 16,000 units per year, 

of which about 90% are rebuilt units, meaning that 

new public housing construction is practically none 

these days (See the Figure). The total public 

housing amounts only to about 2.2 million units, 

less than 4% of total housing stock. It hardly 

warrants housing security for less advantaged 

citizens. 

Not only the public housing construction, but 

also the income criteria of qualification for 

applying for public housing has ever been 

downgraded. In the 1970s, it was planned that the 

income bracket of the lowest 33 percentile be the 

target of public housing. In 1996, it was revised to 
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25 percentile, as neo-liberalists further attacked 

publicly funded housing. In the wake of recession, 

however, more people became poorer and the same 

income criteria meant the lowest 36 percentile 

became eligible for public housing. Number of 

applications increased and selection became very 

competitive. Then the government lowered the 

income criteria so that the planned coverage of 25 

percentile could remain (source: Yousuke 

Hirayama). The government thus institutionally 

manipulated the coverage of low-income people, 

and limited the access of the poor to public housing. 

Such practices have been repeated. Only one to 10 

or 20 applicants can get public housing through 

highly competitive lottery, and more cannot be 

institutionally qualified even to participate in the 

lottery. Local governments are authorized to 

modify the criteria, but municipalities of large 

cities, where demands for public housing are very 

high, are hesitant, afraid of their inability of 

catering to the needy citizens. 

 

Graph 1: Annual Supply of Public Housing 

 

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism (MLIT) 

 

Housing Safety Net 

Housing insecurity has been mounting 

recently among poor and disadvantaged people, 

such as those single elderly individuals, disabled 

persons, women-headed households, homeless 

people and non-Japanese workers. In the absence of 

government rent subsidy and housing security 

programs, landlords were expected not to evict 

renters once rented, under the strict rental tenure 

control act. This made owners extremely cautious 

not to rent to vulnerable people who might be 

“potential trouble makers”. A survey shows that 

80% of landlords or their agents are reluctant to 

rent rooms/houses to those people. In addition, as 

mentioned before, many low-income families are 

denied access to public rental housing.  

Faced with this situation, the government 

introduced “Act concerning the promotion of rental 

housing supply to people requiring consideration to 

secure housing” in 2007 (revised in October 2017 

and then often called “new Housing Safety Net 

Act”). Its unique characters are to promote the use 

of the existing empty housing stock in the private 

market for low-rent publicly-controlled rentals, 

encourage private sector and non-profit 

organizations to play major roles, and to establish 

local “housing support councils” under the 

leadership of municipal government.  

Landlords are encouraged to register with the 

local authorities their vacant units as “safety net 

housing”, then they are entitled to subsidies for 

building renovation and house rents. Local 

enterprises and NGOs can be designated by the 

provincial governments as “housing support agents” 

and extend advice and support in terms of search 

for rooms, job opportunities, care-taking, and rental 

liability guarantee arrangements.  

The government set the target of safety net 

housing registration to be 175,000 over a period of 

3 years and a half until March 2021. The figure 

appears too modest compared with the huge 

demand, and yet as of end April 2018, after half a 

year of the implementation, it attained only 622 in 

the whole country. Only 33 housing support agents 

have been appointed. Rent subsidy provision in 

safety net housing is to be shared among central 

government (1/2), provincial government (1/4) and 

municipality (1/4). It is said that many local 

authorities are reluctant to budget rent subsidy for 

the poor constituents. 

In fact, the practice of government-funded rent 

subsidy is quite a new idea to Japan. Rent subsidies 

and company-supplied houses have been mostly 

practiced by larger corporations for their employees. 

Once employees leave companies, they also loose 

housing.  

Yet some local authorities became active, 

trying to take advantage of the housing safety net 

scheme. Osaka provincial government modified the 

minimum floor area qualified for safety net housing, 

as standardized by the central government, so that 

smaller housing units may also get registered 

(source: Sumikazu Asakawa). 

Though limited, Housing Safety Net is a new 

move in Japan’s housing policy, particularly in 

terms of introduction of a rent subsidy scheme for 

the poor and the combination with life-support care 

system. It also hopefully promotes a social space 

for non-government community-based sector to 

play an active role in housing security. 

Another serious issue relative to current 

housing insecurity is with disaster victims. After 

the Fukushima nuclear accident in March 2011, the 

provincial government provided compensatory 
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housing to all evacuee families while Tokyo 

Electric Power Company refused to pay reparation 

to “self-initiated evacuees” coming out from 

specifically designated areas. But in March 2016, 

compensatory housing provision was terminated, at 

that time there were some 80,000 evacuees staying 

in and outside the Fukushima provincial area, out 

of which 27,000 were “self-initiated evacuees”. 

They are now being urged to leave housing, 

forcibly evicted, or prosecuted on account of rent 

arrears. 

 

3. Current Trends of Housing and Human 

Settlements: from some Statistics 

 

Population and Age Structure 

Since 2010, Japan’s total population has been 

decreasing and it stands at 127 million in 2015. 

Particularly noteworthy is its aging rate (% of 

population aged 65 or older) at 27% being the 

world top, and the fertility rate (number of children 

given birth by a woman in the whole life) at 1.4 

being the 179th in the world.  

Thus, the age structure has become extremely 

skewed and weakened the family structure. The 

implications are (1) that less people must support 

human settlement system and welfare services, and 

(2) that more people become vulnerable and 

isolated. As of 2010, 10% of aged (65 or older) 

male population and 20% of aged female 

population live alone. They can maintain little 

interaction with others, often they die in their 

apartments noticed by nobody. The absence of 

social elements in housing is very conspicuous in 

the present-day Japan. 

 

Employment and Social Exclusion 

In the labour market, irregular employment 

(part-time workers, seasonal workers, personnel 

with instable contracts, temporary staff etc.) has 

been increasing twice over in the last 25 years, now 

constituting 40% of total employment, whereas a 

majority of labour force in Japan was traditionally 

considered to consist of life-time permanent 

employees loyal to a same company.  

Instable labour market and weakened family 

structure led to the situation where the social 

assistance recipients from the government has been 

increasing twice over last 20 years, now it amounts 

to 1.6 million households, the highest in the past, 

nearly half of them are aged single householders. 

Another striking figure indicating social exclusion 

tendency is that the number of mentally-disabled 

people in hospital beds, standing at 320,000 in 

Japan, accounts for 20% of the world total; they are 

alienated from local communities and confined in 

institutions. 

Traditionally, Japan’s life support security 

system has been largely covered by the corporate 

sector rather than government, based on “standard 

family” model. It led to companies very cautious 

not to recruit “vulnerable” people having risk of 

social security costs incurred. This results in a 

serious gap between enterprises suffering from 

labor shortage and a large number of unemployed 

vulnerable people (aged, disabled, women-headed, 

poor, former homeless etc.) outside “standard 

families”. 

 

Urbanization and Housing 

Japan’s local government system consists of 

47 metropolitan/provincial governments and 1741 

municipalities (cities, towns and villages). The role 

of local government for development is to select 

subsidized projects out of sector-wise menu 

schemes prepared by the central government, 

implement them and at best, coordinate the line 

agencies, modify their rules to cater to local needs. 

The population is decreasing in almost all 

provinces except those in the Tokyo metropolitan 

area. Almost all cities, even including Tokyo, are 

competing to get and retain their inhabitants for the 

city’s survival. Big cities can be selective and 

welcome only wealthier people; hence design-wise, 

public spaces in the cities tend to be engulfed in 

rich compounds privately, or commercialized 

exclusively. Provincial cities, in the past, 

maintained substantial concentrations of population 

and activities as regional centres. However, due to 

demographic aging and local economic stagnation, 

many central areas of provincial cities are suffering 

from depopulation and closing down of retail 

shops. 

A government survey in 2015 was addressed 

to 1028 municipalities that contained some 75,000 

remote rural or geographically-disadvantaged 

settlements. Out of this, it identified more than 

15,000 settlements where more than half of the 

population are aged 65 or older (which are called 

“critically aged settlements”). It was then estimated 

that 3614 rural settlements are liable to vanish (to 

become a zero population community) in 10 years 

or so (570 settlements within 10 years, and 3044 

settlements will disappear sooner or later in the 

foreseeable future, because of depopulation. On the 

other hand, in some of the large-scale residential 

sites in big cities, mostly developed in the 

1960-1970s to accommodate young industrial 

workers and their nuclear families, now their new 

generations are moving out and older people are 
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left behind; showing the same trend with rural 

remote villages in terms of age structure and 

difficulty in maintaining social services and 

community life. 

In 2003, the number of homeless population 

living in blue-plastic or cardboard tents was 25,000 

nationwide (6,000 in Tokyo). The number came to 

6,000 (1,200 in Tokyo) in 2017 (according to the 

government’s day-time survey just by sight, but an 

NGO claims the real count including those sleeping 

on street only at night is at least twice more). In 

fact, recent homeless people are less visible, 

sleeping in internet cafes (called “net-cafe 

refugees”) after losing their houses. Tokyo 

Metropolitan Government estimates the net-cafe 

refugees to be around 4,000 in Tokyo. 

Yet, 8.2 million units or 14% of Japan’s total 

housing stock are left vacant and a number of land 

plots are abandoned. 

 

4. Some Cases: How to Fill In Institutional Gaps in 

a Tightly-Institutionalized Society? 

 

Rural governments’ initiative for sustainable and 

inclusive human settlements 

How to fill in institutional gaps in a 

tightly-institutional society? An example of such 

gaps is a lacuna in the social service system in rural 

remote villages where often half of the population 

are aged 65 or older, many of whom are alone and 

living scattered in very steep areas. The 

government-supported long-term care services 

contracted to local implementers are not financially 

viable: for instance, a visiting nurse cannot spend 

long hours in travelling to visit a next client, as, 

according to the regulations, her travel time is not 

accounted for. Here is an institutional gap in 

mountainous areas.  

 

Rural settlements in a remote village 

An old female farmer at her farm in  

western Japan 

Furthermore, daily shopping places and public 

transport are rapidly disappearing, since the 

institution called market does not work here due to 

depopulation. Another difficulty is community 

water supply, which requires regular maintenance 

by younger folks to climb the hill and clean the 

water source. Traditional mutual aid institutions do 

not function, since there are no more critical 

number of younger people to maintain the 

settlements. Neo-liberalists’ prescription would be 

to make every individual “self-reliant” and send 

them to the market, so that their livelihood be 

restructured on a “self-responsibility” basis. But, 

such a prescription seems to overlook a basic 

premise for one to be able to become self-reliant. 

In this vacuum, however, there is an attempt 

in a small rural town in western Japan. The town 

government introduced a programme of “collecting 

harvests at your garden”. There is an increasing 

number of old, single and isolated farmers, both 

male and female. They have difficulties in bringing 

their agricultural products to the market, and 

gradually losing interest in cultivating farms and 

staying idle and alone at home, leading to mental 

and physical degradation. A team was established 

by a local small company under subcontract with 

the local government, and assigned to drive a small 

vehicle through narrow, winding and steep roads to 

reach farmers one by one every morning, collecting 

agricultural products to transport to inner-city sales 

outlets where consumers may come to buy “crops 

with a human face” less standardized but fresh and 

reasonably priced. 

An 80-year-old female farmer Mikiko Miyata 

(pseudonym) expressed her interest and delight in 

participating in the market after joining this 

program, as follows: 
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“Since my husband died, I have been growing 

vegetables basically for self-consumption, I have 

no transport to town. I may give surplus harvests 

occasionally to neighbours and may be thanked, but 

I don’t know whether they really like them. Now I 

can deal with the market. It gives me meaning of 

work to know there are someone willing to pay for 

my harvests. It’s enjoyable.”  

Collectors, recruited from the same village, 

are officially called “business partners”. Their 

business is to transport whatever crops their custom 

farmers wish to sell, and to return the proceeds 

back to the farmers in the evening charging small 

fees. It is significant that old farmers are thus 

encouraged and enabled to go back to their farms 

and the productive population of the village is 

maintained.  

This approach is, however, not to make 
re-entry of aged people individually into the 
working force and to treat them as a lone 
participant in the “standard” market. The 
work of business partners does not seem to 
be only business-oriented. They actually 
perform social support functions for old 
farmers, by daily watching on the health 
status, bringing outside information, 
listening and talking, and occasionally 
assisting in shopping.  

On the other hand, Ms. Miyata also 
expressed her considerate thinking:  

“Even without marketing of my crops, I 
could somehow maintain my minimum 
livelihood on small pension. But there are 
younger farmers in this village who are 
engaged exclusively in farming and make 
living. I try not to disturb them, not to price 
much lower than theirs, sometimes restrain 
myself from sending my crops.” 

Her cucumber may not be thick and 
straight enough to the market standards, and 
may be a little bent. In spite of this, or rather, 
just because of this, there seems to exist a 
domain of intermediate farming market 
where farmers can bring crops not-uniform 
in size, quantity and timing. This domain 
between the globally standardized market 
and the individual old farmers, is sustained 
by mutual support and consideration, 
through reorganizing human relations of 
village people. 

 
The town government initiated this 

venture with a view to maintaining 
sustainable and inclusive human settlements 
where residents, a majority of whom are old, 

often isolated and weak, could “live in 
dignity” until the last days of their life. A 
subcontracted community-based company, 
implementing the scheme, were relatively 
free from administrative bureaucracy and 
able to link between job creation and health 
concerns, and through revitalizing human 
settlements. A social space was created by 
collectors as agents between individual 
farmers and standardized market. This 
enabled old farmers to interact with other 
community members, local authorities and 
market. 

 
Place-making in Urban Housing Sites  

Yamamoto-san, who died of cancer in 2015, 

was a noted activist from the discriminated buraku 

community of Abiko (pseudonym) in Osaka. While 

he was leading buraku liberation movement since 

the 1960s, his last dream seemed to revitalize his 

own community of Abiko.  

In the 1980s, the Abiko branch of the national 

Buraku Liberation League (BLL) under his 

leadership successfully negotiated with the local 

authorities the removal of a large train yard and for 

on-site construction of public housing. However, 

Yamamoto soon realised that the national BLL 

strategy of pressuring the government to deliver 

services and subsidies on a preferential basis could 

not be sustainable and led to the dependency on the 

government and the search for a new strategy for 

collective self-reliance. Hence, he and his 

colleagues in Abiko brought about new dimensions 

to buraku, mobilizing community assets, 

motivating people to contribute, establishing 

community enterprises, setting up nursing homes 

and other welfare establishments, and managing 

community centres, small shops and public bath, 

many of which were located on municipal lands.  

Such community management was conceived 

as part of buraku liberation movement, and 

community business was one of its tools. First, a 

small company was established, and it recruited 

community members and obtained contracts from 

local authorities for the maintenance of public 

space and housing. Yamamoto foresaw that the 

government’s buraku-specific assistance, which 

was made possible in the 1970s by BLL’s long 

struggle with the government taking official 

responsibilities to improve buraku settlement and 

rectify unequal treatment, would be terminated 

someday, while it would be increasingly difficult 

for BLL to protect the members in all the livelihood 

matters. It was also evident to him, however, that it 

could not be a solution to instantly throw individual 
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members torn apart into the globalized market and 

drive them to be “self-reliant”. Their community 

business implied the creation of a 

community-managed economic space, which 

offered an opportunity for community members to 

learn and work together and through which they 

obtain access to the market, in the face of retreat of 

institutional support.  

 

Rinpokan (community center) 

building privatized 

Indeed, the 30 year-long special subsidy 

programs were terminated in 2002, and buraku 

communities could no longer expect government 

assistance. Furthermore, the government is 

pursuing market-oriented neo-liberal policies, while 

the Osaka mayor has been privatizing municipal 

lands and buildings in burakus and other 

low-income settlements, threatening collective 

space and opportunities so far managed by local 

communities. A number of “community liberation 

centres” (rinpokan) and various types of facilities 

for youth and for the aged in buraku settlements in 

Osaka have been closed down or “integrated” with 

other public facilities by the city government in the 

name of municipal financial reform. Public baths, 

small shops and other community-level facilities 

are also out of operation these days. Large vacant 

plots are here and there within communities and a 

very few number of people are seen along the 

streets. Abiko community is not an exception. 

 

Abiko community before improvement 

 
After improvement, but now almost deserted 

Moreover, an amendment was made to the 

Enforcement Order of the Public Housing Act in 

2007 that applied income-adjusted rents more 

severely to buraku communities. Those buraku 

people with relatively better income has now been 

disqualified for buraku housing, hence active young 

buraku families have opted to leave buraku areas 

rather than paying the increased rents of their 

existing houses, while low-income elderly people 

are left behind in old small public housing units in 

buraku communities. Consequently, many 

inner-city buraku communities including Abiko are 

now half-empty, and a majority of residents are old, 

alone and poor. Such running down of inner-city 

settlements and weakening of community functions 

conspicuously represent urban problems in 

present-day Japan. 

Faced with such community impoverishment, 

Yamamoto took a new initiative to create a 

“collective place to stay” in the midst of the 

settlement. The community obtained the city’s 

approval for rent and re-use of a vacant public 

housing unit. The BLL Abiko branch, a local 

human rights association, several welfare 

establishments in the area and community groups 

financially contributed to the physical renovation of 

the space, with partial support from ACHR/ACCA. 

In August 2013, a community cafe called “cosmos” 

was opened for the aged and youth to gather, enjoy 

local traditional foods and play, and to participate 

in house maintenance consultations, etc. It is almost 

always full house with some 20-30 people, 

particularly elderly residents, who visit and talk 

every day. 

But the real intention of the late Yamamoto 

went further beyond. When the government 

program for buraku improvement was massively 

going on in the 1970s-80s, their rinpokan was a 

place of integrating government support services 

and buraku liberation movement. Now that the 

central government ceased to finance special 

buraku programmes and local authorities close 

down community facilities, rinpokan functions are 

rapidly disappearing in buraku communities. 

Yamamoto said, 

“We plan to occupy other vacant units as well, 

expand “cosmos” functions in and outside our 

community and add a life support consultation 

centre. We cannot neglect old lonely citizens in our 

community. Nor can we ignore those outside the 

community who suffer from various forms of 

discrimination against women, against elderly 

people, against the disabled and against those in 

poverty. We have become aware of them because 

we have been discriminated. We want to revive a 
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rinpokan of our own for our community and 

neighbouring communities.” 

Rinpokan, to his mind, was not only a 

physical facility nor a service delivery centre, but it 

was fundamentally a social space that promotes and 

protects people’s interactions as well as mutual 

support, eventually for liberation. Abiko 

community is thus attempting to redevelop a 

diverse settlement consisting of Buraku and 

non-Buraku people, old and young. 

 

 
Community cafe “cosmos”, with  
Mr. Yamamoto standing on the left  

(photo credit: The BLL News) 

 

5. Concluding remarks: “intermediate social space” 

for community management  

Looking at the population decrease, aging, 

instable employment and social isolation, a scope 

of the current housing issues in Japan should go 

beyond individual housing and service provisions. 

More critical is to deal with settlement policies to 

(re)establish inclusive and sustainable living in a 

community (as a community) in both urban and 

rural contexts. In re-organizing settlement patterns, 

there is a need to promote mutually supportive 

community care in housing and welfare, involving 

vulnerable groups in the community.  

Government programmes and market 

transactions are not really solving Japan’s housing 

and settlement problems. Both government service 

and market penetration are addressed to individuals. 

Top-down, unilateral service delivery sees 

individuals only as objects of institutional 

interventions, while market sees them only in terms 

of purchasing power or labour force and is bound to 

be selective of the participants, therefore tends to 

widen the disparities (Fig. 1). Collective elements 

need to be revitalized to fill in the gaps. 

Where institutional arrangements give rise to 

gaps or are practically non-existent or when we aim 

at “transforming the world”, developmental work 

can hardly be based only on a rigid institutional 

system and should be addressed more to 

community solutions. In so doing, the crux of 

developmental work and community support would 

lie in (re)shaping of a community-based 

intermediate social space consisting of human 

relations, physical places, joint activities (such as 

groups, organizations, community funds, 

intermediate market, community centers). In this 

space, community actions are prompted, and 

through this space people are meaningfully linked 

to the outside market as well as government 

services (Fig.2).  

 

 For further Information: 

hosaka.m@k6.dion.ne.jp 
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Summary 

Pakistan is the seventh most populous country 

in the world. According to the 2017 census, its 

population is 207.7 million and has grown at the 

rate of 2.4% per year in the intercensal period. Its 

urban population, on the other hand, has grown at 

the rate of 2.7% per year during the same period 

and is estimated at 75.5 million.  

The urban housing demand in Pakistan is 

350,000 units. Of this 62% is for lower income 

groups, 25% for lower middle-income groups, and 

10% for higher and upper middle-income groups. 

The formal supply per year is 150,000 units. The 

unmet demand is taken care of by the creation of 

informal settlements of two kinds: one, occupation 

and subdivision of government land (katchi abadis) 

and two, by the informal subdivision of agricultural 

land (ISALs) on the periphery of the urban 

settlements. In the last two decades, however, the 

demand is increasingly being met by densification 

of existing low and lower middle-income 

settlements. 

Rural to urban migration is taking place on an 

unprecedented scale because of the demise of 

village self-sufficiency which was the product of 

caste and a barter economy, both of which are in 

their last throes. At present, the State has no plans 

for dealing with the migrant influx. It is also not in 

a position to provide them with homes and their 

options of living in katchi abadis or ISALs in the 

absence of the availability of land near the 

ever-expanding urban centers are becoming 

difficult due to an increase in cost, distances, and 

the inconvenience related to commuting.   
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To respond to these problems low rise low 

income settlements near places of work or town 

centers are informally becoming high rise, with all 

the physical and social problems of unplanned 

densification. The units are also becoming 

increasingly smaller so as to become more 

affordable. Meanwhile, for the first time in 

Pakistan’s urban areas (especially in Karachi and 

the larger cities) we are seeing people sleeping 

under bridges, roundabouts, pavements, and 

open-air ‘hotels’.  

The politician-developer nexus is producing 

gated communities for the elite and middle classes, 

segregating cities further into rich and poor areas, 

and thus increasing the possibility of urban conflict. 

The process of gentrification is taking away space 

from the public and transferring it to the rich and 

the middle-class. This is being facilitated by large 

loans from the international financial institutions 

leading to massive speculation which needs to be 

contained. This speculation has put housing beyond 

the reach of even middle-class young couples.  

The provincial governments are promoting 

regularization and improvement of informal 

settlements. However, in Karachi, through new 

legislation, they are also promoting their demolition 

and conversion into medium and high-rise 

apartments through the developers. They feel that 

this will integrate them into the city. Although 

finances for such large interventions are not 

available, and even if they were, they are not 

feasible for social and political reasons. What is 

required are house improvement loans for the 

katchi abadis and technical advice on how to use 

those loans effectively. In addition, design and 

technical advice is also desperately required to the 

actors in the informal densification process. This 

advice can be given to the individual families, 

neighborhoods, or to the informal developers and 

contractors working in the low-income settlements.  

The credit facilities available through banks 

and the House Building Finance Company (HBFC) 

are not sufficient to cater to even a fraction of the 

demand. Without a reform in these institutions and 

their means of raising and disbursing funds, the 

situation will not improve. A very important 

element that needs to be introduced if the housing 

demand is to be met better is the creation of credit 

for the purchase of land for individuals as well as 

small cooperatives. To freeze the shelter shortage 

to present levels (8.5 million back logs growing at 

the rate of 200,000 units a year) an outlay of Rs100 

billion would be required annually for the next 10 

years, whereas the 2017-18 national budget has 

allocated only Rs 2.329 for housing. 

The State is transferring its responsibilities to 

companies. A number of municipal functions have 

already been transferred, including the collection of 

revenue in some cases which is no longer the 

responsibility of the State. If this policy is to be 

pursued there has to be a very strong regulatory 

framework which protects the poorer sections of 

the population. It has been seen in the case of 

electricity that the poorer sections cannot afford to 

pay their energy bills since the costs are exorbitant. 

They also have to bear the brunt of ‘load-shedding’ 

as opposed to the higher income settlements. In the 

case of solid waste management, the katchi abadis 

have been ignored. Unlike 15 years ago, a family 

has to pay to enter a park for recreation purposes 

and has to pay a parking fee to park their motorbike 

or car. According to the Urban Resource Center’s 

(URC) research, low income visitors to the more 

expensive parks have declined. A heavy toll tax has 

been placed on motorways and national highways 

making travel very expensive in one’s own vehicle.  

Unlike before, the State ignores protests from 

communities who increasingly use NGOs or 

political parties as go-betweens for negotiation 

purposes. The resulting culture has, apart from 

creating dependence, created a distance between 

government agencies and communities. The State 

does, however, listen to community projects which 

it showcases and which are increasingly becoming 

a drop in the ocean of capitalist domination.  

The expansion of urban centers, in the absence 

of land use planning or its implementation, is 

swallowing up valuable agricultural land and 

damaging the ecology of the regions in which the 

cities are located, depleting water resources and 

polluting water bodies. It is also destroying 

geological formations, forests, and natural drainage 

systems. This is causing flooding and bringing 

about a rise in temperature, creating heat island 

effects in the urban areas especially in the 

high-density high-rise informal settlements. If 

unchecked these environmental hazards will 

increase. There is a need for new building design 

and technology which is affordable for low income 

groups (especially with relation to insulation of 

external walls and roofs of buildings, planting 

trees) to deal with the effects of climate change. 

Urbanization on the periphery is also destroying 

traditional cultural precincts, intangible cultures 

and archaeological sites. With the neoliberal regime 

and its emphasis on direct foreign investment, 

master and strategic planning has been replaced by 

unrelated projects for which funds are available in 

the international market and with international 

financial institutions.  
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If we accept that this will remain so for the 

future, then we need to develop a criterion for 

judging projects. The URC in Karachi has 

developed the following criteria; that projects shall 

not destroy the ecology of the region in which the 

city is located, that the project should serve the 

interests of the lower and lower-middle income 

groups who form the vast majority of the 

populations of urban centers as priority, that land 

use should be decided on the basis of social and 

environmental considerations and not on the basis 

of land value alone, and that projects should not 

damage the tangible and intangible culture of the 

communities that live in urban areas.  

However, the most important issue is related 

to land, its use and conservation. The URC in 

Karachi is of the opinion that Pakistan requires a 

serious urban land reform whose major ingredients 

would be; one, a heavy non-utilization fee on land 

and property. Two, an urban land ceiling act 

whereby no one person can own more than 500 

square meters of urban land. Three, that no 

settlement should have a density of less than 400 

persons per hectare. And four, no person who has 

taken a loan for house building once should be 

given another loan. In the presence of a powerful 

developer’s lobby and elite interests, it is difficult 

to implement such an urban land reform but given 

the changing political scenario in Pakistan and the 

activism of the higher courts such a conversation 

can take place.  

The above recommendations will need time 

and effort. A more important reality is that for the 

foreseeable future housing will increasing be 

provided by the formal and informal private sector. 

Formal because increasingly funds are being made 

available for it and informal, because there a 

demand for it and there are huge profits that can be 

made from it with very little investment. To deal 

with this situation there is need for some sort of 

intervention to make the formal and informal 

housing product better designed and more 

affordable. It is also necessary to develop ways to 

open land for informal development through the 

provision of appropriately located road 

infrastructure and by enacting legislation through 

which the state can acquire vacant land for low 

income housing.  

Academic institutions give a great deal of 

emphasis on community housing projects. This is 

important. However, it is also important that they 

understand the present formal and informal 

capitalist mode of housing production, its potential 

and its constraint’s so that they can make relevant 

interventions in the process and come to 

conclusions, especially on density, space per person, 

energy and their relationship with architecture and 

planning, for different Pakistan contexts. 

There are many peasant and indigenous 

peoples’ movements against urbanization of 

agricultural land, water resources, cultural sites and 

orchards. These are environmental issues and need 

the support of academic institutions and civil 

society. If the movements are strengthened then the 

political establishment and the courts of law, 

especially the environmental tribunals, will take 

note of it. Many related issues are already before a 

supposedly pro-poor and involved Supreme Court. 

 
For further information: 

arifhasan37@gmail.com 
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Technical Training Resource Centre (TTRC) 
Activities in the Second Semester 2017 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Low-Cost Housing Program 

The program began in Orangi town and is extended to Baldia and Gadap towns. 

 2nd Semester 2017 - 31 units were designed with cost estimates 

 Total as of December 2017 - 701 units 

 
2. Masons Training 

 2
nd

 Semester 2017 – 20 constructions 

 Total as of December 2017 – 334 constructions supervised 
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3. Youth Training 

The training of the youth started in 2001 under the guidance of Parween Rahman. 

The youth from grade VII to X are trained in drafting, surveying, leveling and Auto CAD. 

 2
nd

 Semester 2017 – 30 youths trained 

 Total as of December 2017 – 379 youths 

 Basic computer software installation and MS Office: 16 
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4. Small Scale Schools Savings and  

  Cooperative Groups 

108 schools are networking with TTRC.  They save and also receive loans from TTRC. Loans are 

used for extension and repair of classrooms and purchase of furniture. There is also teacher training and 

joint purchases. 
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For further information   

sirajttrc@yahoo.com 

www.ttrcpakistan.com 

 

 

   

 

 

5. Women Savings Groups 

There are 25 groups formed with 625 members. Loans can be used for housing development and 

payment of school fees. 

 

http://www.ttrcpakistan.com/
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The Victims of Martial Law 
By Raymund Fernandez 

 

What would a monument to martial law’s victims 

look like?  What signifiers would it contain? What 

thoughts conveyed? What memories recalled? 

Names immediately come to mind. Many 

names. Perhaps too many. We wonder who might 

be left out. Some unnamed soul dead in the hills 

somewhere, grave unmarked, forgotten? The 

problem with names in public monuments is that 

they’re always either too many, or never enough.  

Often, we remember only those already 

well-remembered. The “ordinary” are easily missed. 

Those names who need most our collective 

remembering. Perhaps the monument to martial 

law’s victims should be a monument to the 

innocent. Collateral damage. Why not a monument 

to the “unknown soldier?” why not the “unknown 

citizen?” Since not all of them carried guns. 

And we might as well ask: What effect did 

Marcos’ martial law have on our country, our 

growth and history? Measure by World Bank loans 

we are now still paying for. Beyond the count of 

souls, dead or maimed, or unjustly incarcerated, 

there is also the count of those who suffer poverty 

even now. Count the children who grow up 

malnourished, or unschooled. Count a people who, 

by such a wide margin, still live in ignorance. And 

then conclude: the names of the victims of martial 

law are so many there is no stone here big enough 

to cut all their names into. This monument would 

have to contain the names of all of us, our children, 

their children, and their children’s children. We 

suffer. We will still keep paying long into the 

future. 

And we would suffer a bit less, if only they 

returned what they took from us. The stolen years 

can’t be replaced. But what about the money? And 

why does it seem as if the chance of them ever 

returning it grows less and less? The only thing 

they ever returned was a painful lesson in history of 

how easily they returned to power. 

They are now doing the best they can to erase 

the true history of those times. In a way, they have 

succeeded by such a large measure that our 

monument to the victims of martial law now seems 

impossible to make big enough or strong enough to 

stop them where they stand. But then, that could be 

our strongest reason to build it. 

But what would it look like? What thoughts 

would it contain? Inang Bayan immediately comes 

to mind. But would she be breaking her chains or 

being swallowed by them? Are we free now? Or, 

do we continue to being chained? Tis monument 

must be an image to ask us: How little do we 

remember that we would sit back, silent, while they 

slowly and surely take it away from us? Our 

monument might as well contain a frog. Let it be 

swimming in a pot of water that ever so slowly 

comes to boil. By all means, put an angel! For hope. 

Let it make us look forward to a better time, 

someday soon, when more of us come awake from 

this deep hypnotic sleep. So, start with a big mirror 

of polished stone or steel. Let it reflect all who 

view. The easier for them to seem themselves so 

clearly the wall will tell them: You! No matter who 

you are. And whether you accept it or not, YOU are 

the victims of martial law. 

 

 

For further information: 

Raymund L. Fernandez 

kinutil2013@gmail.com 

mailto:kinutil2013@gmail.com
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Foundation for the Development of the Urban Poor, Inc.:  

Integrating Urban Disaster Preparedness 
in Building Safe, Secure and Resilient Communities 

By Ana Teresa Prondosa 

 

Project Areas:   

In planning for safe and secure settlements as 

advocated by the Foundation for the Development 

of the Urban Poor (FDUP), it is necessary to 

understand the context of urban poor communities, 

the disasters that they usually experience and their 

capacity to prepare and respond to disasters. In 

building resilient communities, it is necessary for 

them to work with the local government offices 

such as the Disaster Risk Reduction and 

Management Office in order for them to be 

included disaster preparedness plans of the City.  

Communities can also develop strategies and 

mechanisms for their respective disaster 

preparedness as demonstrated by the two 

communities in Valenzuela: Del Rosario 

Compound Home Owners Association in Barangay 

Coloong, Valenzuela City; and, Bagong Sibol 

Home Owners Association and Villa San Jose 

Home Owners Association in Barangay Mapulang 

Lupa, Valenzuela City. They installed 

solar-powered clean water system (SPCWS) with 

the assistance of Ateneo Innovation Center (AIC).  

 

About FDUP 

Established in 1988, the Foundation for the 

Development of the Urban Poor Inc. (FDUP) has 

been assisting families in urban poor communities 

organize themselves to attain security of tenure. 

The beginnings of FDUP can be closely linked with 

the birth of the Community Mortgage Program 

(CMP), a government housing program that 

provides loans to organized communities for them 

to acquire land, improve their houses, and upgrade 

their communities such as drainage installation and 

road construction. In 2013, FDUP, acting as a 

“community mobilizer”, participated in the 

High-Density Housing (HDH) Program, another 

government program that funds the development of 

multi-story housing projects.  

FDUP also offers house construction 

assistance to organized communities in Rizal and 

Cavite whose members bought their home lots.  

For almost 30 years, FDUP has worked with more 

than 70 community organizations and helped over 

6,400 families, who were in danger of being 

evicted and becoming homeless and access 

government housing financing.  

Aside from housing, FDUP has been working 

with federations of people’s organizations (POs) to 

promote participatory governan3 cities of Metro 

Manila, Quezon City, Caloocan City, and 

Valenzuela City. Believing that active people’s 

participation is key in effective and responsive city 

governance, FDUP helped create these federations 

that will pursue a pro-poor agenda to their 

respective local governments, both at the barangay 

and city levels. Instead of presenting general 

demands, the POs first gather data and information 

about the situation in their communities and 

analyze these with the participation of their 

members. This strategy was piloted in 2008 with 

the Gulod Urban Poor Alliance (GUPA), a 

federation of POs in Barangay Gulod, Quezon City. 

The product of GUPA’s participatory 

data-gathering and analysis was an agenda to 

reduce solid waste in the barangay and to identify 

areas within the barangay that can be acquired and 

developed into socialized housing projects for their 

informal settlers. GUPA was able to work their 

barangay by demonstrating an in-barangay 

relocation of families residing along the 3meter 

easement of the Tullahan river. The success of the 

strategy led to its replication in other barangays 

where FDUP operates. 

The extent of damage left by Typhoon Ondoy 

in many urban poor communities in September 

2009 prompted FDUP to integrate disaster risk 

reduction and management (DRRM) in the tools 

used by community organizations in building their 

agenda for engagement with government. In 2010, 

FDUP conducted post-disaster profiling and 
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mapping activities in select urban poor 

communities, specifically those along waterways, 

to identify the households most vulnerable to 

disasters. Experts in the field of disaster 

preparedness and hazards mapping were invited to 

train community leaders and barangay government 

officials in community-based DRRM and 

participatory hazard assessment. The focus on 

DRRM enriched the advocacy agenda of the POs 

and enabled them to access resources from 

government and funding institutions for disaster 

mitigation and resilience projects. 

  

The City Alliance    

FDUP’s work in Valenzuela started in 2003 

when 161 families in a community called Manolo 

Compound in Barangay Dalandanan sought 

assistance for their CMP application. The families 

formed the Manolo Compound Dalandanan 

Homeowners Association (MACODA HOA) and 

purchased the land they have been occupying for 

many years. In partnership with the city 

government and Gawad Kalinga, the community 

members were able to physically develop their 

area. 

The success of MACODA HOA inspired 

other informal settlers in the barangay to organize 

themselves and work together to have security of 

land tenure.  With the help of FDUP, MACODA 

led a research in 2009 to locate communities of 

informal settlers, community leaders took the lead 

to profile their settlements, and list down basic and 

social services available. The 

maps and community profiles 

were used to identify the needs 

and explore possible 

interventions in the urban poor 

communities in the barangay. 

The organized communities later 

formed the Valenzuela Urban 

Poor Alliance (ValUPAll), now 

known as the Valenzuela 

People’s Organization Network 

(ValPONet). They implemented 

a community savings program, 

following the model of the 

Homeless People’s Federation of 

the Philippines.  

As of 2012, ValPONet has 

14 member-community 

associations, representing 1,827 

families in 14 communities in 

the city. The alliance promotes 

community savings by HOA members. Savings 

prepares the communities for their project such as 

purchasing land. ValPONet has a fund from which 

organized communities can borrow to acquire land 

or to develop their areas. It is also active in the 

implementation of Grassroots Participatory 

Budgeting Program of Valenzuela City which has 

provided resources for livelihood projects in poor 

communities.  

In 2016, FDUP partnered with ValPONet for 

the Financial Enablers Project, a grant mechanism 

of Oxfam that aims to provide capacity building 

activities on disaster preparedness. The project 

interventions were carried out in three communities, 

namely Del Rosario Compound in Barangay 

Coloong, Bagong Sibol in Barangay Mapulang 

Lupa, and Villa San Jose also in Barangay 

Mapulang Lupa. 

 

Del Rosario Compound  

Homeowners Association  

The 106 member-families of the Del Rosario 

Compound Homeowners Association (DRCHOA) 

live in a property submerged in an estimated 

2-meter deep of stagnant water, making people 

refer to the community as “palaisdaan” or fish pen. 

Despite the insistence of the city government 

officials at that time that the area is not suitable for 

housing and should be cleared of structures, the 

residents still organized themselves in 1990, hoping 

that they could negotiate with the landowner and 

purchase the property.   

 

DRCHOA submerged in water during the three-month  

high tide in 2017 
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It took them more than 20 years, however, to 

trace the rightful owner of the property. Luckily for 

the DRCHOA, the landowner was willing to sell 

the property but she demanded to be paid the full 

amount of ₱1 million. Determined to legally own 

the place they have been occupying for decades, the 

DRCHOA raised ₱300,000 through its community 

savings program. It borrowed the remaining 

₱700,000 from the City Development Fund, a 

revolving fund managed by ValPONet and FDUP. 

With these funds, DRCHOA was able to pay the 

owner. With land already secured, DRCHOA is 

building a “community fund” that will be used for 

house improvements after the lot is 

subdivided and assigned to members.  

 

Villa San Jose  
Neighborhood Association Inc. 
and  
Bagong Sibol Homeowners 
Association Inc. 

Villa San Jose and Bagong Sibol 

are two communities in Barangay 

Mapulang Lupa. The Villa San Jose 

Neighborhood Association has 178 

families living in a 0.6-hectare private 

property. The 256 member-families of 

the Bagong Sibol Homeowners Association occupy 

a private property with an area of almost a hectare. 

Both organizations were formed in the 1990s. The 

structure of houses in the communities are made of 

concrete and predominantly light materials with 1 

to 2- meter wide alleys within the community. The 

community identified flooding and fire as major 

hazards in the community that they have 

experienced.  

In 2012, the leaders of the two community 

associations sought the help of the city mayor in 

convincing the landowner, the Philippine 

Development Insurance Corporation (PDIC), to sell 

the properties to them. With the help of technical 

NGOs, technical plans were prepared and 

submitted to the City Council for approval. The 

negotiation with the landowner was put on hold in 

January 2017 because the court has yet to decide on 

the transfer of ownership of the properties from 

PDIC to the Development Bank of the Philippines 

(DBP). 

 

Participation in the Financial Enablers Project 

The Financial Enablers Project was an 

opportunity for the three communities to conduct a 

socio-economic profile as well as hazard mapping 

to improve their disaster preparedness. Community 

leaders and members participated in mapping 

workshops to identify the hazards. Flooding, the 

spread of water-borne diseases, drug-related crimes, 

and fire due to illegal power connections were the 

most cited hazards in the two communities in 

Barangay Mapulang Lupa.  Families in Del 

Rosario Compound, on the other hand, have 

expressed their concerns over illness due to clogged 

and narrow waterways or of accidents because of 

their slippery bridge and illegal power connections.  

 

Creek that bounds Bagong Sibol HOA and  
Villa San Jose 

 

 

A 2meter alley in Bagong Sibol HOA where  
a person can only pass one at a time 
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The Financial Enablers Project also supported 

the creation of Community Based Emergency 

Response Team (CBERT) in ValPONet members. 

The CBERT members from Villa San Jose and 

Bagong Sibol, underwent a training on disaster 

response by the Valenzuela City Disaster Risk 

Reduction and Management Office (VCDRRMO). 

ValPONet endorsed 56 individuals forming the 

CBERTs to the VCDRRMO to undergo the next 

batch Basic Emergency First Responder Training. 

Data Validation and Planning at the  

Community Level 

The three community associations profiled 

their members, located those needing immediate 

care during emergency such as children and 

persons with disability, and gathered data about 

their dwelling structures. The data collected were 

presented to and validated by community members. 

These were also presented to ValPONet. A series of 

workshops with key representatives of the 

communities and of the urban poor federation were 

conducted to analyze the data.  

Resource persons from TAO-Pilipinas, a 

 

Hazard Mapping Workshop conducted with Bagong Sibol HOA and Villa San Jose HOA. 

 

 

Participants from Bagong Sibol HOA 
analyzing their profile during the data 

validation workshop 
 

Figure 1 Participants from Bagong Sibol HOA 
analyzing their profile during the data validation 
workshop 

 

Representatives from the VCDRRMO 
providing an orientation on Valenzuela City's 

ALERT Application for Disaster Response 

 

 

Figure 1 Representatives from the VCDRRMO 
providing an orientation on Valenzuela City's ALERT 
Application for Disaster Response 
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women-led NGO that assists urban and rural poor 

communities in the physical planning development 

and management of their communities, were 

invited in some of the workshops, including one in 

which the impact of the so-called “Big One” 

or the 7.2 magnitude earthquake that could 

hit Metro Manila and its nearby provinces 

under the West Valley Fault was explained. 

Potential evacuation areas in their 

respective barangays were identified.  

In a workshop conducted by the 

VCDRRMO, the community leaders 

familiarized themselves with the ALERT 

BUTTON, a mobile phone application 

developed by the IT experts.  

Addressing health concerns during a 

disaster was also tackled in some of the 

workshops. The session on Rapid Health 

Hazard and Evacuation Site Assessment 

guided the participants in planning and 

preparing the facilities needed by the 

members of community in times of disaster. 

Ms. Rosemarie Herrera of Healthdev 

Institute, a non-government organization 

that supports individuals, families, 

communities and organized groups in the 

active pursuit of good health and 

well-being through capability building and 

the development of model systems and 

services. She discussed the standards for 

the primary facilities in an evacuation 

center such as the required liters of water 

for a community. The leaders also listened 

to a lecture in which possible health 

concerns that may arise in times of disaster 

(e.g., water supply and bathing/washing 

facilities, human waste disposal, and 

garbage disposal) were discussed. 

Given this information, the 

participants assessed the adequacy 

of resources and facilities in their 

communities and in the evacuation 

sites, and estimated the cost of 

addressing the needs of families. 

The series of workshops 

concluded with a session in which 

the three community associations 

identified possible projects and 

were guided in developing plans to 

carry these out. Each community 

association came up with a list of 

priority projects that would respond 

to their shelter and health concerns, 

and a common project was the 

installation of rain water catchments 

that would serve as an alternative and 

supplementary source of drinking water during 

disasters. Installing such a facility in Villa San Jose, 

 

DRCHOA members presenting their outputs and plans for 
disaster preparedness  

 

Figure 1 DRCHOA member presenting their outputs 
and plans for Disaster Preparedness 

 

Paul Cabacungan of AIC conducting the material 
testing and community orientation at DRCHOA (top) 

and Bagong Sibol HOA (bottom) 

 

Figure 1 Mr. Paul Cabacungan of AIC conducting 
the material testing and community orientation at 
DRCHOA (top) and Bagong Sibol HOA (bottom). 
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however, was found not feasible since there are no 

available open space in the community that can 

house the rain water catchments.  In Del Rosario 

Compound, the association members also wanted 

safer pathways, urban gardens, and communal 

toilets.  

 

Enhancing Community Preparedness:  

Solar Powered Clean Water System  

at the Community Level 

Inspired by the determination of the 

community organizations in enhancing their 

disaster preparedness, FDUP explored 

organizations that could assist DRCHOA and 

Bagong Sibol HOA in putting up their rainwater 

harvesting facilities. In one of the fora attended by 

FDUP, a speaker shared how the Ateneo 

Innovation Center (AIC) helped a rural hospital 

have a rain water catchment for it to have access to 

clean and potable water.  FDUP then approached 

the AIC for a possibility to pilot their 

solar-powered clean water system (SPCWS) 

technology suitable for disaster-stricken areas. This 

technology turns harvested rain into potable water 

that goes through three filters and is turned into 

potable water with the use of solar-powered 

ultraviolet disinfection lamp.  

Community participation was central in the 

implementation of the SPCWS projects in 

DRCHOA and Bagong Sibol HOA. Community 

members were part of the identification, and 

planning, and teams were also formed to purchase 

materials and to install the filters and solar panels. 

Mr. Paul Cabacungan, Project Manager of AIC, 

was hands-on in guiding the two HOAs all 

throughout the process. FDUP, on the other hand, 

assisted the communities in designing the SPCWS 

and in preparing the budget.  

The cost of SPCWS in Bagong Sibol 

amounted to ₱144,461.25, and took three months to 

finish. In DRCHOA, the total project cost was 

₱127,142.25 and the system was set up in two 

months. The community members rendered labor, 

which was equivalent to 20% of the project cost, as 

their counterpart. The AIC conducted material 

testing and actual demonstration on the setting up 

and use of the SPCWS in the two communities to 

ensure that the community members can operate 

and maintain the SPCWS. The two associations 

designated teams who would be in charge of 

maintaining the SPCWS.  

 

Handrail Construction in DRCHOA 

DRCHOA also prioritized the improvement of 

their walkway that connects the community to the 

main road. Aside from its being narrow—residents 

walk one at a time—the walkway is usually under 

water and practically unusable during high tide or 

after several days of continuous rains. FDUP and 

DRCHOA partnered with TAO-Pilipinas for the 

design of the 100-meter long and one-meter wide 

concrete walkway which would have a handrail for 

the safety of residents, especially children. The 

barangay government shouldered the cost of 

purchasing concrete culverts that were used to 

elevate the walkway. In a workshop, DRCHOA 

members gave suggestions on the design of the 

walkway that TAO-Pilipinas incorporated in the 

final plan. TAO-Pilipinas also provided a 

construction manual to guide the community in the 

fabrication and installation of the handrail. The 

construction of the handrail was done in two 

months and incurred a total cost of ₱108,193, 

one-third of which represented the cost of labor that 

the community contributed as counterpart. FDUP’s 

Housing Development Unit monitored the 

   

The SPCWS in DRCHOA (left) and in Bagong Sibol HOA (right) 
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construction. 

The Barangay government of Coloong as their 

counterpart for the project provided construction 

materials to elevate the walkway and provided solar 

powered street lamps on the handrail posts to 

provide a well-lit path walk to the members of the 

community. 

 

 

Building Resilient Communities 

The experience of FDUP and the community 

organizations in Valenzuela in the Financial 

Enablers Project showed that building 

people’s capability to prepare for disaster and 

putting in place appropriate infrastructure 

require cooperation and collaboration among 

stakeholders. FDUP and the community 

organizations recognized the need to engage 

the local government, both at the barangay 

and city level, and maximize available 

resources (funds, training, etc.) to ensure that 

residents are able to prepare for disasters and 

respond to their immediate needs. In the 

process, the VCDRRMO saw the potential of 

communities to serve as “first responders” if 

only they are given proper training and other 

resources. The Financial Enablers Project also 

demonstrated the benefits of collaborating 

with institutions such as the AIC and TAO-Pilipinas in introducing innovative solutions in which people 

drive the process. The project opened an opportunity for the ValPONet to work with VCDRRMO for 

continuous training of CBERTs and to equip more community organizations with skills in preparing for 

disasters and responding to their impacts 
For further information: 

fdup88@gmail.com 
Facebook: Foundation for the  

Development of the Urban Poor 

 

   

The walkway going to DRCHOA being elevated with the assistance of the Barangay (left) 
and the walkway after the construction of the handrails (right) 

 

 

FDUP and AIC representatives meet with Dr. 
Arnaldo F. Antonio of the Valenzuela City 

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office 
to discuss possible areas for engagement 

 

mailto:fdup88@gmail.com
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Social and Physical Impact of Re-Blocking:   
California Informal Settlement, Mfuleni (Cape Town) 

February 26, 2018 

   By Kwanda Lande and Mariel Zimmermann  

(on behalf of CORC) 

 
“We decided to do re-blocking because we were 

living in a very congested settlement. We wanted 

our settlement to be rearranged. We wanted 

services – roads, toilets, electricity and water. We 

also wanted this project because it is going to 

mitigate fire in the settlement, and we have been 

careful with the building material we have used to 

build our structures.” (Lindiwe Noqholota, 

community member and member of the project 

steering committee)  

“In the upgrading of California there is an 

advocacy purpose, resources were used for the 

community to demonstrate good practice around 

upgrading of informal settlements. The project was 

done so that the community can build itself as one 

that is able to come together around issues because 

re-blocking is just the start. It’s not the end. It’s the 

starting point to say what’s next?” (Oscar Sam, ISN 

Mfuleni subregional coordinator)  

The story of California informal settlement in 

Mfuleni, Cape Town is a story of many challenges, 

but also of many victories and hope. It is through 

this story where we begin to grasp nuances and 

multi-layers that capture the impact of re-blocking 

to the community. This story is told by community 

members, who have been engaged in a struggle for 

basic services, land and housing since 2008. 
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California is an informal settlement located in 

the midst of formal houses in the Township of 

Mfuleni, Cape Town. The settlement occupies a 

space of 2,239 sqm between the streets of 

Umzumbe on the North, Mgwanda on the West, 

Dutywa on the South, and M Baba on the East. The 

community of California has been subjected to 

some threats since 2008, when the settlement 

started. This includes the fact that the community 

existed until 2012 without any services. It became 

worse in 2012 when there was fire that destroyed 

almost all their houses threatening their existence. 

“I remember in 2012 after almost all our 

shacks were burned down. We had to build our 

shacks again because we had nowhere to go. People 

from this church did not want us to build our 

shacks in this area again. After the municipality had 

intervened the church then told us that each 

household should at least pay R50. But we refused 

because the municipality had told us that the church 

does not have rights to do this. This is how we 

fought to stay in this settlement, after which 

everything became easy. We were also given 

house/shack numbers. (Nokuthula Mazomba, 

community member and member of the project 

steering committee)  

 

Some of the First Signs of  

Collective Action and Self-reliance 

Since 2008 the community of California did 

not have any legal water source and toilets. People 

were forced to use water taps provided by those 

living in formal houses. This lack of water and 

sanitation services led to anxiety and the feeling of 

insecurity, when using the ‘toilet’ at night. 

Consequently, there was an attitude that led to 

restricting access to water from people living in 

formal houses. They decided to contribute of R10 

each household and installed one water tap for the 

whole community.   

The installation of water tap is one of the first 

signs of collective action and self-reliance by the 

community. As a result, the community organized 

itself and went to the ward councilor demanding 

further access to water to which they were 

successful. However, the settlement was still 

lacking services such as toilets and electricity. The 

community needed a partner to intensify their 

struggle to access better services and improve their 

lives. Against this backdrop, the community of 

California met with the Informal Settlement 

Network (ISN) in 2015 to enforce their voices. 

Partnership with the  

SA SDI Alliance Leaders 

 Community using Data Collection and 

Community Exchanges 

 The Informal Settlement Network, partner 

in the SA SDI Alliance, brought a number of tools 

to assists the community in their struggles. This 

includes the data collection tool, which helped the 

community to engage municipality with facts and 

community-determined priorities. As a result, seven 

toilets were installed for the community. The data 

collected was used by the community to negotiate 

and to demand all these services. 

 Enumeration by the California Community  
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Based on the data collected (profiling and 

enumeration) in 2015, the population of California 

is made of 47 households with 108 residents. 

Furthermore, this profiling and enumeration 

exercise done by the residents of California 

assessed community priorities, which included 

electricity, water and sanitation. As a result, the 

community also went to the City of Cape Town to 

request electricity. Their first request was, however, 

met with disappointment. The municipality 

explained that it could not install electricity because 

of congestion and limited space for installing 

electricity. 

“Through ISN, we went on an exchange in 

2016 to another settlement, Flamingo Crescent, that 

was re-blocked by the SA SDI Alliance. We saw 

how that settlement was built, redesigned and 

reconfigured to create space that would ensure the 

provision of services. After a year without 

interacting with ISN we also learnt that the City of 

Cape Town had made some budget for re-blocking 

in California and this was through the work of ISN 

that negotiated for budget to be made available for 

upgrading California.” (Lindiwe Noqholota, 

community member and member of the project 

steering committee)   

Despite the report of the Flamingo Crescent 

visit by community leaders. some members were 

not convinced about this project and rejected it as 

they felt that they were not sufficiently informed. 

After several meetings and explanations of how the 

project will look like and what the benefits for the 

residents will be, the community voted for the 

implementation. The community also knew that if 

they will not make use of the budget from the city, 

these resources would be taken elsewhere. 

 

Project Impact  

The implementation of re-blocking in 

California begun in May 2017. 47 structures were 

upgraded using a building material that reduces the 

risks of fire. Paved access roads were implemented 

throughout the settlement. A storm water drainage 

system was installed and electricity is in the 

process of being implemented. In the case of 

funding for the project, there was an agreement 

with the municipality that they will provide 

services, including water, electricity, and toilets. 

 

Last Phase 
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 In the house construction work, the 

community contributed 20% and 80%, by 

Community Organisation and Resource Centre 

(CORC). The community is still waiting for the 

implementation of toilets and water taps per 

household from the municipality. The community 

also managed to negotiate for extra piece of land. 

This municipal land is located adjacent to the 

settlement but the community was not allowed to 

use it before. This extra piece of land has helped 

the community to have more space for access 

walkways and drying space for laundry.  

The re-blocking project of California allowed 

people in the community to ‘break walls’, and start 

learning and talking to one another. It allowed 

people to take ownership of the process and start 

personalizing their environment by designing their 

houses. It became evident that compromises are at 

the center of re-blocking, and although some might 

not like an idea and approach, it is important that 

people compromise on their differences for the sake 

of development. 

“This project has created a chance for us to 

learn about each other and to tolerate one another 

because we differ in a lot of things. As a result, it is 

helpful that we have community leaders that can 

speak for everyone and that people can raise their 

issues through and not to one another or direct to 

government one by one.” (Buhle Mthimkhulu, 

community member and member of the project 

steering committee)  

 

The Future 

Re-blocking is not the end but a starting point. 

It is a start for individuals to recognize themselves 

as part of a community. It is a start for the 

community to establish itself as part of a broader 

network of informal settlements. The project 

presents an opportunity for the community to start a 

saving scheme that will build social capital of the 

community and allow community members to 

support each other not only financial but also 

socially. This project is a start for the community to 

investigate and make sure that community priorities 

are part of government budgets and use that to hold 

them accountable 

 

For further information 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/ 

 

http://sasdial/#liance.org.za/
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The Community Organization Resource Centre (CORC)  

is an NGO that supports the social processes  
of community-based organizations that want to work for themselves,  

by facilitating engagements with formal actors like the State. 

It is a nucleus for professionals and grassroots activists  
who think independently yet plan and act collectively.  It is the hub of  

new synergies between development professionals,  
local project workers and collective action.  

CORC provides support to two different types of community networks who 
mobilize themselves around their own resources and capacities.  

The first are networks of informal settlements that are mobilized  
around specific issues: land, evictions, informal settlement upgrading, basic 

services and citizenship. The second are women’s collectives that are mobilized 
through savings. 

 

https://www.sasdialliance.org.za/about/isn/
https://www.sasdialliance.org.za/about/fedup/
https://www.sasdialliance.org.za/about/fedup/
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The Politics of the  

‘Expropriation of Land without Compensation' 
 In South Africa 

S’bu Zikode 

Urbanization: Impact of Land Availability - Focus on Land Occupation Indaba 
Organised by MEC for Human Settlements and Public Works, KwaZulu-Natal 

 

I am honored and humbled to be invited here at this 

land occupation Indaba. On behalf of Abahlali 

baseMjondolo Movement SA, the movement that 

has entrusted me with this responsibility today, we 

wish to express my gratitude to the MEC for the 

opportunity to be part of this event. 

Abahlali baseMjondolo Movement S.A is a 

democratic movement of the impoverished and 

marginalised in South Africa. Abahlali was formed 

in 2005 to fight for, protect, promote and advance 

the interests and dignity of the shack dwellers, and 

other impoverished people in South Africa. 

I have been asked to speak on the question of 

land, and specifically the new proposal to 

expropriate land without compensation. The 

starting point of this discussion must be that access 

to land has been denied to the majority of black 

people in South Africa. Discussing land without 

discussing justice will be unjust. To take justice 

seriously we must take seriously that women have 

the same right to land as men, and that 

impoverished people must not be marginalised in 

this process. Discussing land without discussing 

impoverishment will also be unjust. Land is a rural 

and an urban question. It is also a question of food 

sovereignty and housing. It is a question of dignity. 

It will, ultimately, become a question of 

democracy. 
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Expropriation without compensation is 

already happening. It is progressive when 

democratic popular organisations occupy unused 

land. It is regressive when Municipalities send out 

armed men, like the Anti-Land Invasion Unit in 

Durban, the Red Ants in Johannesburg and the Law 

Enforcement in Cape Town to destroy people’s 

homes and possessions and drive them off the land 

that they have occupied. Any discussion of land in 

South Africa that does not take these progressive 

and regressive forms of expropriation seriously is 

fundamentally a joke. 

The statistics tell us that there is a housing 

backlog of 2.1 million in South Africa. The crisis in 

the cities is urgent. This crisis cannot be resolved 

without making well located land available for 

housing. Land reform cannot, therefore, only be 

understood as a question of land for farming. 

Our belief is that land is a precious gift from 

God. So, land is to be shared equally amongst all 

creatures including human beings.  Land should 

produce foods, we should live on it in peace and in 

harmony and we should build houses etc.  It is to be 

loved and taken care of. There should be no 

institution or individual that can claim superpower 

over land. Not the Anti-Land Invasion Unit, not the 

Red Ants. Not capitalism or the ruling party. Only 

the people from below, democratically organised, 

have the right to decide on the future of land use 

and ownership. Abahlali has always warned that 

the social value of land must come before its 

commercial value and not vice versa. We have 

always warned that South Africa must belong to all 

who live in it and that politicians must not be 

allowed to divide people according to where they 

were born or which languages they speak. 

The expropriation of land without 

compensation is the government’s new agenda. It is 

important that we remember that the black majority 

government has been in power since 1994. In more 

than twenty years in power they have systemically 

failed to take land reform, in rural and urban areas, 

seriously. But impoverished people have been 

struggling for land for many years. The current 

government has consistently repressed popular 

struggles for land, even going so far as to torture, 

jail and murder people struggling for land. Many 

lives have been lost in this struggle. In Cape Town 

the DA has also repressed these struggles. People’s 

humanity has been vandalized. But the politicians 

have now returned the question of land to the top of 

the public agenda. 

The ANC’s new talk about ‘expropriation of 

land without compensation’ is a new voting 

campaign for the ruling party that aims at attracting 

black majority voters. The ruling party has lost its 

credibility with millions of people. It is hoping that 

this campaign will restore its credibility. But when 

they talk of expropriation as taking land from white 

farmers we know that land will go to black elites. 

We know that at the same time impoverished black 

people will be violently driven off urban land 

occupations in unlawful and brutal evictions. 

Democratically organised land occupations from 

below will continue to be criminalised. 

Our movement was founded in 2005 and we 

raised the question of expropriation on our first 

legal march organised from the Kennedy Road 

settlement. Land that was promised to build RDP 

houses for the community was sold to a local 

business man. Money was put before people. Lies 

were put before the truth. The Kennedy Road 

settlement was supposed to be ‘eliminated’. It is 

still there. It is still there because of a struggle 

organised and fought from below. Many new land 

occupations have been organised around the city. 

The struggle for land is long and hard. It requires 

real courage and determination. But people are 

succeeding to expropriate land from below. 

We have listened very carefully when 

politicians and government speak about land. They 

only talk about farmland and agricultural lands. 

They talk about mining lands, lands for big 

development projects like industries etc. and, yes, 

land as a commodity. They talk about taking land 

from the white farmers and giving it to black elites. 

They do not talk about urban land. They do not talk 

about land for housing. They do not talk about land 

for women and for the empowerment of women. 

They do not talk about land for the impoverished. 

Two days ago, was Human Rights Day. Let 

me be clear. If you are impoverished and black in 

South Africa your human rights are taken as a joke. 

Freedom is fake. You can be slandered, beaten, 

tortured and killed with impunity. The same black 

led government that is talking about expropriating 

land without compensation has squeezed us into 

tiny plots of land. We are placed in tiny, broken 

houses far out of the cities. Some of us remain 

locked in transit camps as if we are not human 

beings. In shacks we must live with fire, mud and 

rats. We share one shack as big families. We sleep 

with our grown-up kids without privacy. When we 

occupy land to build our own future and to help our 

government restore dignity to the dispossessed and 

marginalized, we face brutal evictions. What is so 

sad is that government has no clear plan for our 

housing challenges but they have a clear and 
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detailed plan on how the Anti-Land Invasion Unit 

should destroy our only hopes of homes. They can 

easily destroy our homes but they cannot build us 

homes. In eThekwini we are serving life sentences 

in the shacks after a former senior official made it 

clear to us that as long as his party is in charge of 

government Abahlali will not benefit anything. He 

accuses Abahlali of “nisidlisa kabi” because they 

go to government to eat for us and on our behalf. 

We are still oppressed. We know that the 

government will continue to oppress us as they 

seek our votes by talking about land. We know that 

if there is land reform it will not be for us. There is 

no clear plan for impoverished people in rural areas 

or in cities. Our migration to cities in search of the 

better future promised by our constitutional 

democracy has been brutally criminalized. 

This problem can only be solved when the 

poor, who do not count in our society, begin to 

matter. We will only begin to count when we build 

our own democratic power from below. The 

government has no plan for us to access well 

located urban land. Therefore, the landless have no 

choice but to continue to occupy unused land. This 

is how those who have vast amounts of land will 

learn to share with the landless. 

Our choices are very limited when our effort 

for building the power of the impoverished is 

reduced to criminality. Our choice to prevent 

housing corruption is turned into assassination. 

When councilors are threatened by our art of 

organizing they end up killing us. Our choice has 

been to organize ourselves and build the power of 

the impoverished from below. And, yes, our choice 

has been to occupy unused and vacant land. We 

have paid an ultimate price for that. But we are 

determined to rise above the politics of 

expropriation of land without compensation to 

benefit few black elites, while the black majority 

remain in deep poverty. The occupation of vacant 

and unused land has worked for us and will 

continue to work as long as the government has no 

proper planning for our rural communities and for 

us in poor urban settlements. 

The expropriation of land from below will 

continue. And we will continue to resist attempts at 

expropriation from above. 

 

For further information 

 

http://lists.riseup.net/www/info/abahlali 

http://www.abahlali.org 

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?v=wall
&gid=19659923423 

http://www.abahlali.org 

https://www.facebook.com/abahlalibasemjondolo  

 

 

Sibusiso Innocent Zikode  
is the former (and founding) president of the 

South African shack dwellers' movement  
Abahlali baseMjondolo, which has an audited 

paid up membership of over  
50 000 across South Africa. His politics have 

been described as 'anti-capitalist'. “ 
Under his stewardship, ABM has made steady 

gains for housing rights."  

 

SouthAfrican police fire rubber 
bullets at residents pf an informal 
settlement during a riot over a lack 

of housing. 

  

 

 

 

 

http://lists.riseup.net/www/info/abahlali
http://www.abahlali.org/
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?v=wall&gid=19659923423
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?v=wall&gid=19659923423
http://www.abahlali.org/
https://www.facebook.com/abahlalibasemjondolo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abahlali_baseMjondolo
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Building an Organized Community through a  
Wash Trough Project in KZN 

By Kwanda Lande  

(on behalf of CORC) 

 

 
Shamrock Informal Settlement at a Glance 

Shamrock informal settlement is located along 

a portion of Amrisar Road and Gladiola Road in 

Belfort Estate suburb, northeast of Pietermaritzburg 

in Kwa-Zulu Natal. This informal settlement is 

located on municipal owned land and it contains 

single storey, stand-alone mud and timber shacks. 

The area is located along the flood line as a result 

this settlement is prone to flooding. The slope 

analysis for the settlement shows that the settlement 

is predominantly characterized by moderate to very 

steep slopes. 

Shamrock informal settlement residents have 

lived in this settlement for more than 20 years 

without any adequate basic services. The 

community of 140 people was using one water tap 

and the nearby river as sources of water. The 

settlement location on steep slopes makes it 

difficult for residents to collect water. The 

settlement also lacks basic services like paved 

roads and walkways, which makes it even more 

difficult to collect water because roads that become 

muddy especially when it is raining. The distance 

to collect water that residents are expected to travel 

is also too long and difficult for old people. 

The area’s close proximity to various primary 

and secondary schools and a college is one of the 

reasons people were attracted to Shamrock. In 

addition, a special needs school is located within a 

30-minute walking radius. The residents of 

Shamrock were also attracted to the area because of 

job opportunities. This community is made of 52 

structures, and a population of 140 people that 

migrated from rural areas of Kwa-Zulu Natal. 

 

The Shamrock Wash Trough Project  

In 2013, FEDUP and ISN went to Shamrock 

and mobilized the community by initiating a 

savings scheme. Prior the implementation of the 

Shamrock wash trough project in 2016, the 

community implemented profiling and enumeration. 

This exercise was important, amongst other things 

to mobilize community member that were not part 

of the local savings scheme, and for the community 

to collective identify issues and solutions. The 

community identified an ablution and drainage 

system as one of their priorities. They decided to 

undertake a wash trough facility after some 

assistance from CORC technical team on different 

options to address their priorities and challenges. 

The project implementation process of the 

wash trough started in 2016 and was completed in 

January 2018. However, the actual implementation 

of the wash trough took four days to be completed, 

in a period of two weekends (13-14 and 20-21 

January 2018). One of the challenges was the 

non-participation of some members. They felt that 

the project was only for people who are part of the 

local savings scheme. The community also had to 

change the location of the wash trough that was 

originally located at the center of the settlement. It 

was changed so that an elderly woman in a wheel 

chair would be able to access it too. The project 

was then moved closer to her shack, which is 

approximately 50m from the center.  

The total cost of the project was R6426. The 

community contributed 20% to the overall cost of 

this project from their savings scheme. As a result, 

not all the community members contributed to the 

project because not all members of the community 

were involved in savings. Msunduzi Local 

Municipality’s water and sanitation, and area-based 

management departments contributed with the 

additional 80% of the overall cost and with some 

technical expertise, this include environmental 

studies. 

The wash trough is helping the community. It 

is now very easy for people to wash their clothes. 

The community has six water taps in the wash 

trough, which they can use. People are now 
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interested in the project, even those who did not 

indicate any interest when we started this project. 

Everyone is now using the facility and people are 

demonstrating some excitement now that they do 

not have to wait long lines or go to the river for 

water. Those who initially rejected the project now 

see the benefits that it has brought. They have 

apologized and promised to participate in future 

projects. They also want to be part of the local 

savings scheme.  

The success of mobilizing the community of 

Shamrock informal settlement through the wash 

trough project have extended to neighboring 

informal settlements. Community members and 

leaders from Crest and Mayfair sent two 

community members to assist and observe. As a 

result, Crest Place has requested a similar project 

for their settlement. They have started contributing 

for their project, which will start soon. 

 

For further information 

www.sasdilliance.org.za 

 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/BeFunky-Collagevq.jpg
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Different construction phases of the Shamrock wash trough. 

 

Moving Forward 

 
The SA SDI Alliance has signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with the Msunduzi Local 

Municipality. However, there are challenges in 

terms of making this MoU work for both parties 

involved. As a result, FEDUP and ISN, want to use 

this project to showcase the ability of organized 

communities to the Municipality and other informal 

settlements. 

The community of Shamrock has made their 

desire to improve this project known. They want to 

use the MoU signed with Msunduzi Local 

Municipality to add shelter, refuse removal, a table 

for children and other services. This will allow the 

community to use the wash trough facility even 

when it is raining. They can also a place for their 

children to do their schoolwork while their mothers 

are using the wash trough. The community also 

wish to do community gardening and install a grey 

water collection facility. Currently the municipality 

is being engaged by the community to request 

electricity. 

Through this informal settlement-upgrading 

project, therefore, residents sharpened their ability 

to organize (through daily savings). This in turn 

contributed to building the community’s ability to 

engage other actors to continue incrementally 

upgrading their settlement. In this way poor 

communities want to demonstrate that they can use 

their projects to shift government policies and 

practices to benefit their communities. 

 

For further information 

www.sasdilliance.org 

 

 

 

  

 

The South African alliance of community organizations and support NGOs 

affiliated to Shack / Slum Dwellers International (SDI) has pioneered 

people-centered development initiatives by and of the poor since 1991. 
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Training the Youth In Know Your City 

By Andiswa Meke and Yolande Hendler  

(on behalf of CORC) 

 

Meet eight young storytellers, driven by their love 

for the arts and commitment to change in their 

communities. Eight youth members of the National 

Slum Dwellers Federation of Uganda (NSDFU) 

and the South African Federation of the Urban and 

Rural Poor (FEDUP) came together in Cape Town 

to be trained in community-based videography and 

filmmaking. The youth members from Kampala’s 

NSDFU and Cape Town’s FEDUP are both 

affiliates of the Shack / Slum Dwellers 

International (SDI) network. 

 

 

  

 

 

Preparing equipment for filming in Khayelitsha, Cape Town. 

 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1666-e1442089045193.jpg
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1717-e1442087893190.jpg
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The Know Your City Platform  

The training formed part of SDI’s Know Your 

City (KYC) campaign on bottom-up and 

community generated data collection. As a global 

campaign, KYC seeks to collect and consolidate 

city-wide data in informal settlements as the basis 

for inclusive development between the urban poor 

and local governments. It draws its strength from 

data collected at the settlement level that is 

aggregated on a city-wide scale and used to make 

compelling arguments for more inclusive service 

delivery and informal settlement upgrading. 

Know Your City TV (KYC TV), on the other 

hand, seeks to ground this data in personal and 

everyday experiences, recorded by young people 

who live in informal settlements, with a sharp and 

localized understanding of their surroundings and 

communities, with a ‘direct’ link to the stories 

themselves. It is evident that data on informal 

settlements only becomes alive when voices, 

images and personal histories accompany it. The 

youth teams selected for the KYC TV training in 

Cape Town were drawn from two (Cape Town and 

Kampala) of SDI’s four learning centers. KYC TV 

also grew from a previous Cape Town based youth 

exchange between SDI youth representatives from 

Uganda, Kenya, India and South Africa in February 

2015. During this time youth members were 

exposed to community-generated video making, 

alongside James Tayler, filmmaker of the 

Bodaboda Thieves who facilitated the training 

during the recent KYC TV workshop week. 

 
Group picture after filming in Cape Town’s Company Gardens 

 

A Glimpse of a Videographer’s Training  

On the first day of training, the group was 

tasked to find ideas that they could use for making 

a possible film – the first threads of weaving a story. 

Zandile Nomnga, from South Africa’a FEDUP, 

shared an idea of documenting her youth group’s 

use of art, drama and dance to build up young 

people in her informal settlement in Khayelitsha. 

When the rest of the group had pitched their ideas, 

some practical camera introduction began. For 

some it was a first-time engagement with hands-on 

camera experience.  

Day two was a fascinating excursion into all 

things technical: how a digital camera works, shot 

types and ratios, lighting tips, how to conduct 

interviews…. with the KYCTV ‘Pocket Film 

School’ booklet a constant reference point. A 

nearby park in Cape Town allowed for some first 

experimental footage. 

With a wealth of background knowledge, the 

next two days were ones of exploring Cape Town, 

in its vastly different areas, looking to capture 

variety and the city’s characteristically stark social 

and political contrasts. The first was spent in Cape 

Town’s City Centre: arriving at the central station, 

the group made its way through a number of central 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/youth-young-organised-united-talented-hardworking/
http://sasdialliance.org.za/youth-young-organised-united-talented-hardworking/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ob6UUHrXFZY
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1708-e1442088012594.jpg
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locations in Cape Town – always with a keen focus 

on light, texture, shapes and color, a practice in 

finding snippets and scenes that would make good 

film footage. They carefully chose the Golden Acre 

and Green Market Square, having encountered a 

group of street performers playing soulful music. 

The group took turns filming the performance, with 

James instructing and coaching them about what 

angles are suitable and how to capture imagery of 

moving people. 

 

Filming street musicians in Cape Town’s Green Market Square 

In the early hours of Thursday morning the 

group gathered its equipment and headed to 

Makhaza, located in Khayelitsha, on the outskirts 

of Cape Town’s inner city and suburbs, and home 

to the South African youth members. Most of the 

morning was spent filming and interviewing the 

residents and business people (hair salon owners 

and minibus taxi drivers) about their daily activities 

within the area. In the afternoon the group moved 

to Site C, in Khayelitsha, documenting a crèche in 

the area, interviewing the owner about challenges 

and progress. The day ended at Future Champs, a 

youth boxing and life skills centre – in Philippi East. 

The afternoon was filled with fun filming the 

boxing coach and interviews with the younger 

children to get a sense of why they chose boxing as 

a sport preference. 

 
Visiting a hair salon 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1669-e1442088207322.jpg
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1738-e1442088342166.jpg
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Interviewing a minibus taxi driver 

While the group had been focused on filming 

and gathering footage in the previous week, little 

did it occur to them that their work was far from 

over. Friday therefore started off with uploading all 

video footage onto the computer systems and 

reviewing it. An in-depth introduction to software 

and editing programs followed, with detailed 

explanations on how to edit, crop, animate and 

create audio on the software to familiarize 

themselves with the program and produce edited 

videos. 

 

Filming at Future Champs 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1753-e1442088402171.jpg
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1804-e1442089184201.jpg
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Learning how to edit 

Looking Back and Looking Forward  

The group spent the last day enjoying a burst 

of pre-summer heat at Cape Town’s sea-side – a 

time of reflection and realizing that their journey 

had only just begun. For Allan Mawejju from 

Uganda the trip to Khayelitsha was a highlight, 

especially learning how to deal with people during 

interviews. The highlight for Zandile Nomnga, who 

loves music and dance, was the opportunity to 

chance upon and film a soul music group at the 

busy Green Market Square. 

“With the knowledge we gained we will show 

our members back home how to document their 

daily activities and who knows this could also be a 

form of job creation where they would film what is 

going on in our countries and sell to a news 

network”. Mamfuka Joweria Kaluxigi, National 

Slum Dwellers Federation of UgandaIt was clear 

that the group was leaving with an array of skills 

that will assist them in forming KYC TV teams 

together with the continued support of James and 

SDI and through the Ugandan and South African 

support organizations, ACTogether and CORC. 

Many expressed the desire to share their learning 

with friends and fellow youth members who did not 

have the opportunity to attend. Some want to 

produce mini documentaries about their informal 

settlement and the activities that the youth do. The 

following weeks will be dedicated to consolidating 

the skills learnt during the training and produce the 

first mini documentaries. 

“We didn’t know how to make films but today 

we are able to shoot, edit our own videos and tell 

our stories, I thank God for the opportunity and 

Know Your City TV for the platform.”  

Muwanguzi Solomon, National Slum Dwellers 

Federation of Uganda 

 

For further information: 

sasdilliance.org.za 

 

http://sasdialliance.org.za/setting-up-sdis-know-your-city-tv-with-cape-town-and-kampala-youth/
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1856-e1442088457834.jpg
http://sasdialliance.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/SAM_1858-e1442088812226.jpg
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The Guilds: A Self-Build Community Network 
 
 

 

Over the past 3 years, community networks in 

many cities have started to make a list consisting of 

local masons, carpenters, plumbers, electricians and 

skill construction workers who actually lived in 

these communities. These people were called upon 

whenever there is any building need.  

Unlike neo-liberal policies that promote 

self-help initiatives without holding the state 

responsible, CODI has managed to get the state to 

provide over 68,000 baht/unit subsidy directly to 

the people. The total budget is $46 million covering 

1,010 communities nationwide. The people can 

decide for themselves who to hire and work with. 

They are the bosses. Compared to the “turnkey” 

(ready to occupy) city housing projects, these 

self-build projects cost less and finish faster. This is 

inevitably due to the fact that there is less 

bureaucracy involved and people are allowed to do 

the “leg-work” themselves. 

The self-build network is a technical support 

mechanism, but it’s also a kind of job creation 

scheme and a collective business. In Klong Bang 

Bua, for example, a lot of people in the community 

have developed advance construction skills through 

on-the-job training designing and rebuilding their 

own community. A lot of this expertise is being 

channeled into community construction groups, 

who are taking on jobs with other communities, as 

well as small contracting jobs outside. These teams 

now proudly called themselves “Chang Chumchon” 

(Guilds of the Commune) which gives a new status 

to their work and to their movement. Most of these 

teams prefer to work for other poor communities 

for reasons that may seem strange to some: because 

their employers always pay them well and on-time, 

unlike rich folks! 

Sometime communities hire Chang 

Chumchon like a contractor to build everything, 

and sometimes they just help out with the heavy 

work of laying foundations in communities that 

want to do most of the work themselves. 

Sometimes they provide the labor force, and 

sometime they’re asked to provide specific 

technical expertise to work out problems of 

drainage, structural engineering, or house design. 

Not all Baan Mankong Collective Housing 

projects were built by Chang Chumchon however. 

Houses and apartment buildings over 2 stories high 

typically required more specialized work. The 

Chang Chumchon has built 38 upgrading projects, 

covering 5,609 housing units. If you add up the 

labor costs involved in building all these houses, 

they have generated at least 225 million baht ($6.4 

million) worth of employment. 
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Self-Built at USD74 per sqm 

These 2-storey detached houses at Klong Lumnoon offer 99 sqm of living space 
and were built by three community construction teams for an average of 

256,000 Baht (USD7,314) per unit. Average construction cost was 2,586 Baht 
($74) per sqm. 

 
 

 
 

Self-Built at USD81 per sqm  
 

These 2.5-storey rowhouses at Ruam Samakee offer 110 sqm of living space, and 
were built by the community's own construction team  
for an average of 310,000 Baht (USD8,857 per unit).  

Average construction cost was 2,818 Baht (USD81) per sqm. 
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Contractor-Built at USD192 per sqm 

These 2-story rowhouses at Kao Pattana offer 49 sqm living space, and were built by a 
private contractor for an average cost of 329,000 Baht (USD9,400) per unit. Average 

construction cost was 6,714 Baht (USD192) per sqm. 
 

 

 

 

Self-Built at USD92 per sqm 

These 2-story rowhouses at Klong Bang Bua offer 100 sqm of living space,  
and were built in phases by the community's own construction team for  

an average of 322,000 Baht ($9,200) per unit.  
Average construction cost was 3,220 Baht (USD92) per sqm. 
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Contractor-Built at USD206 per sqm 

These 2.5-story rowhouses at Suan Phlu offer 43.75 sqm of living space  
and were built by a private contractor for  

a cost of 315,000 Baht (USD9,000) per unit. Average construction  
cost for these units worked out to 7,200 Baht (USD206) per sqm. 

 
 

 

 

For further information 

www.codi.or.th 

 

http://www.codi.or.th/
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From Prison to Farm and a Fresh Start in Life 

 

 

In a farm north of Thailand, a man bends as he 

plants peppers. However, Mr. Sun is not just 

planting peppers. He is getting a fresh start in life 

as a free man. 

Originally from Myanmar, Sun is the first 

participant in the rehabilitation project of the 

Jesuit prison ministry in Thailand that seeks to 

help ex-prisoners re-integrate into society through 

organic farming. 

 “When we discussed it at that time 
with Mr. Sun, we didn’t think about a 
pepper plantation at all,” shares Vilaiwan 
“Kep” Phokthavi, Director of the Jesuit 
Foundation-Prison Ministry. “It was Mr. 
Sun who sparked the idea, and we were 
excited to experiment and learn about this 
plant with him.” 

In 2015, the Jesuits in Thailand had 
received a donation of two acres of land in 
Mae Tang District in Chiang Mai Province. 
A year later, Kep and her team began using 
the land for organic farming. They planted 
fruit and vegetables and, with the help of two 
ex-prisoners and started a passion fruit 
plantation. 

Last February, Kep and her team visited 
ex-prisoners who had been released the year 
before. One of them was Sun. 

“From our experience, we’ve learnt that 
it is not easy for many prisoners who have 
just been released to settle back home and 

have a normal life. Many have lost contact 
with their families, some have lost their 
minds, some want to have something to 
bring to their families when they go home, 
and some have nowhere to go. They don’t 
know what to do, how to start their lives,” 
says Kep. 

Sun however had an idea. “He said that 
he was very much interested in planting 
pepper. He thought it could help him make a 
living, and we thought we could 
accommodate him,” shares Kep. 

With the help of Joy of Sharing, a 
Jesuit-run non-government organization in 

 

Mr. Sun in the pepper farm 

 

http://www.sjapc.net/?attachment_id=5329
http://www.sjapc.net/?attachment_id=5331
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Korea, the team was able to start a pepper 
plantation, and Sun moved in in July. He 
studied how to take care of the pepper plants 
the staff had planted, how to protect them 
from disease and insects and how to use 
natural fertilizers. After three months, Sun 
could grow pepper without the help from the 
staff. 

“He was doing very well,” says Kep. 
Since the accommodations are still being 
built, Sun had “only a little space where he 
set up a mosquito net and a plastic sheet to 
protect him from the rain at night, yet he was 
happy and enjoyed living with us.” 

After about six months, Sun decided that he 

had learnt enough to grow pepper on his own. He 

returned to his daughter and the rest of his family 

last month, with his new farming skills and a dream 

for the future. 

The project continues to grow. 
Construction on a centre to provide 
temporary accommodation for newly 
released prisoners began last year. The 
project broke ground on October 26, 2017, 
the day the much-loved King Rama IX was 
cremated, and his work towards a 
self-sufficient economy became the 

inspiration for the project. 
Construction on Emmaus Centre is 

expected to be completed in May and while 
this is underway, the team is finding ways to 
support ex-prisoners who want to learn 
organic farming. 

“Our organic farm is formed with a bit 
more experience after the two years since we 
started,” she says. “We are more aware of 
the difficulties of farmers, especially with 
organic farming. It is not easy to survive on 
agricultural products alone. So, we research 
on how to make farming profitable.” 

Many things still have to be put in place, 
such as a water system, electricity and a road, 
but the prison ministry team is focused on its 
goal. The members envision Emmaus Centre 
as a haven where ex-prisoners can learn to 
transition from a life behind bars to a life of 
freedom, where they can talk, discern, work 
and hope to build their lives again. 

 
 

For further information 

Prison Ministry  

jfprison@gmail.com  
 

 

 

Construction of Emmaus Centre that is expected to be completed in May. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jfprison@gmail.com
http://www.sjapc.net/?attachment_id=5333
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Large Tents for Hundreds of Homeless 

 

 

The first of three large tents to temporarily house 

hundreds of homeless people is scheduled to open 

Friday, and the people behind the plan stress that 

these will be far more than shelters.  Dozens of 

people will work inside the tents to provide basic 

services and security, but many others will be 

tasked with helping people find housing and 

overcome issues that contribute to homelessness. 
“Our HR Department is really exhausted,” 

Father Joe’s Villages Chief Program Officer Ruth 

Bruland said about hiring people to staff the tent 

the non-profit will run next month. The staff will 

include housing navigators, or people who help the 

homeless find rental units. Others will provide 

counseling for addictions and mental health issues, 

while San Diego County officials will provide 

health screenings, flu shots and other services. 

While the tents will look like updated versions 

of the ones the city had used to operate its winter 

shelter program that ended two years ago, they are 

referred to as bridge housing, meaning they are 

intended as a temporary stay for people on track to 

finding a permanent place to live. “If you think 

about it, it’s a whole new line of business,” said 

Kim Mitchell, the CEO of Veterans Village of San 

Diego, one of the three groups that will operate the 

tents. 

“We’re going to have mental health 

counselors on the staff, substance abuse counselors, 

case managers and outreach specialists who will go 

out to find homeless veterans.” 

The goal is for people to stay no longer than 

120 days, and for 65 percent of those who leave to 

move into permanent housing. The tents were 

proposed by a group of business leaders and others 

who saw them as a way of creating a safer and 

humane environment for thousands of homeless 

people who were living on the streets and 

threatened by a hepatitis A outbreak. 

The San Diego Housing Commission and City 

Council have approved a $6.5 million contract with 

three providers to operate the tents for seven 

months beginning December 1. The Alpha Project 

will receive $2.8 million to operate a 350-bed tent 

expected to open Friday. 

Father Joe’s Villages will receive $1.3 million 

to operate a tent for 150 family members and 

Veterans Village of San Diego will receive $1.9 

million to operate a tent for 200 veterans. The two 

tents are expected to open in mid-December. 
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The Alpha Project has operated an 

encampment for 200 homeless people since 

October 9, and some of those people will be moved 

into the Alpha Project tent at 16th Street and 

Newton Avenue downtown Friday in what the 

group’s CEO Bob McElroy called a “soft opening.” 

“It’s like a hive of bees down here, literally,” 

McElroy said at the site Tuesday afternoon as he 

described trucks making deliveries and workers 

assembling bunk beds. McElroy said everything 

isn’t in place just yet, and he plans to keep a section 

of the encampment reserved for women and 

children in operation until Father Joe’s opens its 

tent in a few weeks. 

He said he hopes the 20 families staying at the 

encampments will have a place to go by then. 

“I’m trying to get the kids out of shelters,” he 

said. “I’m saying my prayers that next week we’re 

going to be moving into places. It would break my 

heart to see those kids go back into shelters.” 

McElroy said the Alpha project launched a 

fundraiser called House a Family for the Holidays 

recently, and thousands of dollars have come in to 

help families rent apartments. A single donation 

was $35,000, he said. 

“The community is just pouring its heart out 

for these kids,” he said. 

Each provider running the tents is required to 

provide 24-hour security, which accounts for one of 

their largest staffing expenses. The Alpha Project’s 

62 staff member includes 25 security people and 23 

residential monitors. 

Veteran’s Village will have a staff of 52, 

including 11 full-time and 12 part-time security 

members. Father Joe’s will have a staff of about 30, 

including 13 security officers and one captain. 

Bruland said Father Joe’s tent would have 

fewer security people than other tents because it 

will be on the non-profit campus, which already has 

security. She stressed that no one should infer that 

security is needed because the people in the tents 

will cause problems. 

“It’s to keep people out, not in,” Bruland said. 

“We don’t want people to just ramble up the 

sidewalks. Security is there to protect the 

environment of the people living with us. People 

will sometimes over-estimate the amount of 

violence in a homeless population.” 

Still, with a population of hundreds of people 

under one tented roof, issues can occur within the 

group itself. 

“We had a couple issues at the campground,” 

McElroy said. “Somebody pulled a knife on 

another guy.” That person was arrested and kicked 

out of the camp, he said. Security at the 

encampment worked out of a trailer in the back of 

the site and patrolled the grounds, and McElroy 

said the guards will be transferred to work at the 

big tent when it opens. 

Many of the people on the staff are the same 

who worked for the Alpha Project when it ran the 

winter shelter and the Neil Good Day Center. 

 

For further information: 

https://www.neighbor.org. 

  

 

https://my.neighbor.org/
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Mega Mines in Zambia 

 
“A crouching vicious beast of prey whose snorts 

grow ever louder as if choking on its painful 

digestion of human flesh”. Thus, goes Émile Zola’s 

description of a vast coal mine in his novel 

Germinal about a mid-nineteenth century coal 

mining community in northern France. 

Under Zola’s analysis, if the vicious beast is 

choking, so are the people living in its midst. At 

least this is the case with two mining communities I 

experienced earlier this week when I accompanied 

a Zambian Jesuit, Fr. Charles Chilufya SJ, in some 

fieldwork examining environmental and social 

degradation caused by large-scale mining. We 

visited Kankoyo and Chingola, two townships 

situated approximately 50km north of Kitwe in the 

Copperbelt region of northern Zambia. 

 

Kankoyo – Sulphur Fumes and  

Unemployment 

Kankoyo sits in the shadow of the Mufulira 

mine, smelter, concentrator and refinery. Producing 

35,000 tons of copper ore each year, it is one of the 

world’s largest copper mines. When we arrived, the 

air was thick with sulphur and dust. The 

poverty-stricken houses almost touch the 

perimeter fence of the heavily security-guarded 

Mufulira plant. At one point, walking on the dirt 

road through the township, alongside which runs 

an open sewer, I found myself on verge of 

choking from the overpowering fumes emanating 

from the refinery. Meanwhile kids around us 

played, and the life of the residents went on.   

Mufulira is owned by Mopani Copper Mines, 

of which the global mining giant Glencore has a 

majority stake. Incredibly profitable, according to 

the European Investment Bank, Mopani has 

generated at least $560 million in tax revenues for 

Zambian government coffers since 2000. 

Why then do its neighbours live in abject 

poverty, suffering from unemployment and harm 

to health? Fr. Chilufya, who is the student 

chaplain and a lecturer in business and economics 

at Copperbelt University, explained that problems 

of Kankoyo derive from the Zambian 

Government’s zealous embracing of Neo-liberal 

economics in the late 1990s. With encouragement 

from international governments and financial 

institutions, including the European Investment 

Bank, previously state-owned companies like 

Mopani were privatised. Almost overnight, jobs 

and services previously provided by the state 

mining company vanished. 

The new private companies rationalized their 

operations, recruiting many non-Zambian 

employees, automating processes and vastly 

reducing employment of local people. 

Communities of former mine workers, like 

Kankoyo, quickly became ghettos plagued by 

alcoholism and prostitution. The people of these 

towns see nothing of the mine tax revenues and 

they are likely to die prematurely from the effects 

of pollution because state regulators do not compel 

companies to improve conditions. The wretched 

conditions of Kankoyo are documented in a 2012 

film “Zambia: Good Copper, Bad Copper” 

produced by Alice Odiot and Audrey Gallet written 

in collaboration with Stéphane Horel. 

 

Kankoyo – life goes on 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=uamzirLswjk
http://jesc.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/image-24.jpg
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The complete failure of state regulators to 

enforce rules against mining companies due to 

serious pollution was a factor that led us to visit 

Chingola. 

 

Chingola – Water Poisoning and  

Community Action 

As with Kankoyo, Chingola is an 

impoverished township of mostly former mine 

workers. Close by is Konkola Copper Mines 

(KCM) which is held by the Indian-owned, 

although London-registered, company, Vedanta. In 

2006 KCM spilled a huge quantity of raw copper, 

manganese and cobalt effluents into the 

Mushishima and Kafue rivers which supply water 

to households in Chingola. Thousands were 

poisoned, leading to serious sickness and suspected 

premature deaths. 

Outraged by the KCM’s negligence and the 

Zambia State’s failure to act against KCM, the 

residents of Chingola launched a legal action. In 

2011 their claim succeeded in the High Court, 

which ordered KCM to pay a total of $2 million to 

2000 residents in Chingola. However, KCM 

appealed to the Supreme Court. Whilst the 

Supreme Court upheld the High Court decision, 

KCM managed to persuade the Supreme Court 

judges to make it more difficult for residents to get 

damages by requiring claimants to obtain 

expensive medical reports. As such, to date, none 

of the residents have received any compensation. 

 

Knowing a little of the background to the 

case, it was a great privilege for Fr. Chilufya and I 

to meet up with its lead claimant, Mr. James 

Nyasulu. James invited us to into his simple 

single-story house in Chingola. We were joined by 

Joseph, also a participant in the legal action, and 

another former miner. A family man, James 

explained that his chief goal in organising the case 

was to prevent future pollution, and to ensure basic 

health for his children. He expressed his sadness 

that the Supreme Court decision meant that 

residents were effectively barred from obtaining a 

legal remedy that the High Court had insisted upon. 

He explained that what grieved him most was the 

dishonest conduct of government officials and 

members of the legal profession throughout the 

case. He wants to continue in pursuing justice for 

Chingola residents. 

Perhaps the most distressing aspect of 

Chingola’s situation is that KCM appears to 

continue to contaminate the Mushishima river. 

James and Joseph took us to see the river. Right 

enough, there were visible signs that the water was 

laden with copper deposits. Tree branches and 

grass next to the water were dead, and toxic foam 

accumulated against rocks. 

Fr. Chilufya wants to raise awareness of the 

plight of Kankoyo and Chingola. His hope is to 

build a partnership between the students of 

Copperbelt University and the residents of these 

townships. This partnership would help raise 

consciousness among Zambia’s future leaders. At 

the same time, it could open up potential 

opportunities for university staff and students to 

undertake environmental and social analysis. The 

towns of Kankoyo and Chingola are “frontiers” 

says Fr. Chilufya, insisting that our advocacy 

should have the objective of allowing the voice of 

those at the margins to be heard 

 

For further information: 

info@jesc.eu 

 

 

Polluted Mushishima River 

 

Joseph, James & F. Charlie 

mailto:info@jesc.eu
http://jesc.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/image-26.jpg
http://jesc.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/image-25.jpg
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